DN Peyote Timeline and Chronology
Brief overview timeline highlights:
This factual statement is the only mention of peyote or Native American Church in the entire
Oakland resolution. This is the offending sentence:
•

Entheogenic Plant practices of certain groups are already explicitly protected in the
U.S. under the doctrine of religious freedom -- the Native American Church’s use of
peyote and the use of ayahuasca by two other churches, a Santo Daime congregation and
the União do Vegetal;

June 4th 2019 DN Oakland resolution passes unanimously
July 12th 2019 Athonia reaches out to DN about her conversation from members of the ICPI
board Cody Swift, Miriam, and Steve Moore. Athonia asks to remove peyote from the Santa
Cruz resolution per their conversation
July 12th Carlos agrees with Athonia to remove the mention of peyote for Santa Cruz resolution
July 13th 2019 Miriam Volat states Athonia (Santa Cruz) reached out to members of the ICPI
board herself for a conversation (July 2019) and that removing peyote from the SC resolution
was Athonia’s idea gathered from their conversation, but not something they (ICPI Board
members) recommended to her.
July 13th 1st request by Carlos to remove peyote from Port Townsend
July 14th Larry asks Miriam Volat to connect us with local Oakland NAC church… no response
July 25th Miriam sends email making first suggestion of removing peyote from resolution
August 23rd 2019 first ICPI letter sent to DN
Sept 19th 1st meeting with ICPI: DN agrees to use DN platform, at request of IPCI, to send out
ICPI educational material . Miriam agrees to send DN conservation/preservation education
language. Miriam never followed through on commitment.
Sept 20th, 2019
Since this date, 350+ introduction emails have been sent out asking for individuals to make sure
to remove the word peyote. Since this date, 30-50+ webinars and virtual meetings hosted by DN
reminded attendees to remove peyote from resolution in most of these meetings
Outreach to cities requesting they remove the word Peyote and NAC, who had started their
resolution before the 1st ICPI letter arrived in late August:
•
•

7/12/19 Santa Cruz
7/13/19 Port Townsend
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9/5/19 Arizona
10/18/19 San Francisco
10/22/19 Berkeley
12/5/19 Washington DC
1/7/2020 DN groups in Oregon request removal of peyote from IP-44 (no action taken)
1/28/2020 Chicago
2/7/20 Larry requests removal of the word peyote from Fortune article on DN
2/12/20 Vermont

1/26/2020 Santa Cruz City Council sends a newly edited document back that used an older
document template. We believe this is where the clerical error may have occurred
2 days later:
1/28/2020 Santa Cruz passes the resolution
3/9/2020 Miriam Agrees in email that:
•

the efforts that have been made regarding ordinance language have been
consistent since last september's call and the good faith and follow-through
that happened there, inclusion of language in some of the ordinances was not
supported by DN BOD

•

the intention to respect native concern and strategy around conservation and
methods of regulation for their way of life/medicine (please confirm I can share
this)

•

NAC/ABNDN leadership can expect a response and follow-up conversation
with DN regarding the forthcoming communication

•

concern that media/reporters don’t necessarily represent peoples agendas and
comments accurately

3/12/2020 2nd letter by ICPI published, but was not sent to DN
3/26/2020 First communication with Valerie Corral as spokesperson for Decriminalize Santa
Cruz who was also the interviewee for 2nd Lucid News Article
•
•
•
•
•

3/29/20 LA Times Article
4/20/2020 DN publishes Peyotl: A call For Unity
Spring Bulletin MAPS article
July 6th 2020 Lucid News Article
September 2nd 2020 Lucid News Article

Summary of DN’s requests to the DN teams across the world
•
•
•

350+ introduction emails sent out requesting the removal of the word peyote and NAC
30-50+ webinars that DN has requested the removal of the word peyote and NAC
10+ cities that began before ICPI’s 1st letter agreed to remove peyote from their resolution
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Detailed Overview:
December 2018
Informal group of individuals and organizations meet for the first time and decided to organize
and pursue policy change in Oakland

Jan 2019
January 4th
First discussion about plants and observance that peyote is a sacrament to NAC and yet is
not allowed to be grown in California limiting its sustainability. Larry cites the following
law and notes the importance of this law reducing the area that peyote can grow and a
risk for an endangered plant
“California (non NAC): California law states that "every person who plants,
cultivates, harvests, dries, or processes any plant of the genus Lophophora, also
known as peyote, or any part thereof shall be punished by imprisonment in the
county jail for a period of not more than one year or the state prison." (Health
& Safety Code:Ch.6,Art.3,Sec.11363)”

January 24th
First drafts of DN resolution crafted… conversation within group on issues of peyote
sustainability and given its endangered status we need to increase places where peyote
can be grown

January 29th
After many discussions with the DN team, the resolution final draft finalized only
mentioning the word cacti throughout the document with the exception of this single
sentence included with the intention of honoring the sacramental practices of the NAC
WHEREAS, certain Entheogenic Plant practices are already protected by the US Constitution,
having won exemptions through the First Amendment and the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act, including the Native American Church, the Santo Daime, and the UDV, which utilize peyote
or ayahuasca for sacramental and healing purposes; and

February 2019
Sent out the resolution to researchers, scholars, practitioners, etc. for review. Although we
searched, we were not able to find any active or responsive NAC representatives in Oakland.

February 5th:
Bob Otis Stanley added this addition to the resolution:
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WHEREAS, Entheogenic cacti such as Peyote contain phenethylamine compounds such as
mescaline that have shown to be beneficial in healing drug and alcohol addiction and for
individual spiritual growth, and have been utilized in sacred initiation and community healing
and bonding rituals for thousands of years by diverse religious and cultural traditions, with
continuing use as religious sacraments in modern times; and

February 5th
Larry Norris chatted with Bob Otis Stanley to discuss removing the word peyote from the
above whereas statement due to sustainability issues

February 7th
Draft of DN resolution whereas from above changed to:
WHEREAS, Entheogenic cacti that contain phenethylamine compounds such as mescaline are
beneficial in healing drug and alcohol addiction and for individual spiritual growth, and have
been utilized in sacred initiation and community healing by diverse religious and cultural
traditions for millennia and continuing use as religious sacraments in modern times;

February 18th
Steering committee approves resolution after review by aforementioned list of
entheogenic scholars/practitioners/researchers/etc. with the following relevant statements,
this first is the only mention of peyote in the entire resolution and the intention of
including was to honor the NAC and their sacrament:
WHEREAS, certain Entheogenic Plant practices are already protected by the US Constitution,
having won exemptions through the First Amendment and the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act, including the Native American Church, the Santo Daime, and the União do Vegetal, which
utilize peyote or ayahuasca for sacramental and healing purposes;

February 22nd
Larry Norris reaches out to local ethnobotanist to see if she knows of any Ohlone elders
or community who would be interested in supporting/participating in the resolution. She
responded that while she has built relationships she does not “feel she can make that
request of them” Others in DNO also reached out to local indigenous elders and searched
for any NAC representation in Oakland or the Bay Area. Carlos also reaches out to local
Ohlone leader Corrina Gould five times from June to August 2019, and finally met with
her in August 2019 where she expressed no interest in DNs cause.
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March 2019
March14th Meeting with Noel Gallo
Council member Gallo agrees to sponsor the
resolution. Council member Gallo lineage is
through the Yaqui tradition and his grandmother
was a curandero. The Yaqui have a long history
of peyote tradition. Councilmember Gallo has a
deep connection to the Indigenous community in
Oakland and Mrs. Gallo helps to organize the
Indigenous Red Market in Oakland and Santa Fe,
NM https://www.indigenousredmarket.com

March 14th
Larry Norris created postcard flyer for March 22
event. While it has a drawing of peyote, we use
the word cacti instead and reference a factual
statement that it is considered a sacrament by the
NAC

March 22nd
DN hosted a 175 person event to inform the community about the resolution. We invited
local Indigenous leaders as well as a leader of a local Berkley NAC group. Despite
searching and contacting as many people as we knew locally, we were not able to find
any NAC members or churches organized in Oakland.

April 2019
April 7th
DN begins crafting of peyote/cacti educational material supporting the understanding that
growing in more places is crucial for peyote sustainability

April 11th
Response by a respected advisor to correct the following whereas statement with context:
Here’s an error you may want to correct:
WHEREAS, certain Entheogenic Plant practices are already protected by the US Constitution, having won
exemptions through the First Amendment and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, including the Native
American Church, the Santo Daime, and the União do Vegetal, which utilize peyote or ayahuasca for sacramental
and healing purposes; and

Alas, the US Constitution offers no such protection. Zero, as of the 1990 Supreme Court decision
in Employment Division v. Smith:
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“if prohibiting the exercise of religion . . . is not the object . . . but merely the incidental effect of a
generally applicable and otherwise valid provision, the First Amendment has not been offended.”

The UdV case was won not under the First Amendment; rather, under the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act of 1993. Native American peyote rights were not (to my knowledge) ever
adjudicated under RFRA. Instead, they were affirmed by the American Indian Religious
Freedom Act Amendment of 1994.”
He recommended changing this whereas to the following which is the statement in the
final resolution(?):
“WHEREAS, the Entheogenic Plant practices of certain groups are already explicitly protected in the U.S.
under the doctrine of religious freedom -- the Native American Church’s use of peyote and the use of ayahuasca by
two other churches, the Santo Daime and the União do Vegetal; and”

April 11th
DN has discussion of wide range of indigenous cultures that had a relationship with
peyote including Wixarika (Huichole), Olmec, Zapotec, Maya, and Aztec for millennia
and the paradigmatic difference between the NAC church with a little over 100 years of
history. We discuss the importance of bringing groups like the Indigenous Wixarika on
board as wisdom keepers of long-held peyote traditions.

April 16th
DN included the edited whereas per the suggestion above and adjusted on the DN
website:
WHEREAS, the Entheogenic Plant practices of certain groups are already
explicitly protected in the U.S. under the doctrine of religious freedom -- the
Native American Church’s use of peyote and the use of ayahuasca by two other
churches, a Santo Daime congregation and the União do Vegetal;

May 2019
May 1st
DN sent resolution to Council Member Noel Gallo’s office to look over and schedule for
the agenda

May 14th
DN helps to craft the agenda/staff report to go with the resolution with Mar Velez, Office
of Councilmember Noel Gallo. Due to the many conversations DN already had internally
about the sustainability of peyote, but not finding a place in the legislation to discuss due
to space restraints, we discussed highlighting this point in the agenda report.

May 15th
A topic of discussion since DN’s origin, DN/O Chair Bob Otis Stanley offers a document
from the Sacred Garden Community on Sustainable Sourcing Ethics and sent to Oakland
community members, which reviews local, ethical, and sustainable alternatives to
entheogens that are endangered.
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In this document it clearly states Trichocereus / Echinopsis vars cacti as an
alternative to peyote and “If non-indigenous, please avoid wild-harvesting these species are of concern and merit protection (risk): Lopophora vars
(Peyote) - (Southern US and Mexico - overharvested)”

May 15th
Final agenda report is released from Council Member Noel Gallo’s office. In this
document similar to the resolution, it defines entheogenic plants and mushrooms as
“Refers to plants and natural sources (as defined herein), such as mushrooms, cacti,
iboga containing plants and /or extracted combinations of plants similar to Ayahuasca;
and limited to those containing the following types of compounds: indole amines,
tryptamines, phenethylamines.”
There are 5 references to peyote in this document:
•

One mention of peyote from a direct quote copy and pasted from the UN position on
plants:
“No plants are currently controlled under the Conventions. Preparations made
from plants containing those active ingredients are also not under international
control… Examples of such plants or plant material include ayahuasca, a
preparation made from plants indigenous to the Amazon basin of South
America, mainly a jungle vine (Banisteriopsis caapi) and another tryptaminerich plant (Psychotria viridis) containing a number of psychoactive alkaloids,
including DMT; the peyote cactus (Lophophora williamsii), containing
mescaline; Psilocybe mushrooms, which contain psilocybin and psilocin; and
iboga (Tabernanthe iboga), a plant that contains ibogaine and is native to the
western part of Central Africa.”

•

Two mentions of peyote related to a factual statement on the NAC, peyote, and RFRA:
“Within the United States, sacramental peyote practices such as found in the
Native American Church gained legislative protection for religious practices
through the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 and the American
Indian Religious Freedom Act Amendments in 1994… Individual states
recognize peyote as a sacrament for various populations and intentions,
specifying exemptions ranging from Native American descent only, to anyone
with sincere religious intent.”

•

Two mentions of peyote in reference to sustainability to encourage home growing
“However, despite specific religious exemption for possessing peyote in
California, it is illegal to grow or cultivate despite concerns around peyote’s
sustainability.

When asked on a later date, neither Dawn, Miriam, or any other ICPI member had read the
agenda report connected to the resolution, which references RFRA and brings attention to peyote
sustainability and the need to encourage growing.
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May 20th
Mexican Senator Alejandra Lagunes reaches out to discuss creating a bill in Mexico to
decriminalize “power plants”: San Pedro and Peyote (Mezcaline); Ayahuasca (DMT);
Hongos (Psylocibin)

May 28th
Public Safety Committee hearing chaired by Noel Gallo (Yaqui lineage) and organized
by DN Chair Carlos Plazola (Ameca tribe lineage of central Jalisco) joined by over 150
people and at least 75 speakers to present to the committee. The resolution passes to the
full Oakland City Council on June 4th

May 30th
Shared educational vision for DN in email talking about seed and garden libraries,
sustainable sourcing, community gardens, information sharing, and
“Create conditions to promote and encourage research which contributes to the
conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity of Entheogenic Plants
and Fungi” including questions of local growing like “What can we learn about
best environments and sustainable methods of working with plants…For
example 7-year maturation on peyote and iboga… new methods like deep water
growing for iboga can help access roots of plant without destroying it.”

May 30th
Two DN members meet Susana Valadez individually at a UC Berkeley event “Peyote
Inspired Art.” Both immediately share with Susana and her family (Wixarika) about DN,
and invite them to participate and advise on peyote.

June 2019
June 1st
Carlos writes email to DN/O team stating:
First, I want to express a deep sense of awe for the beauty of this life that this
moment has come upon us. I am sending this to you all because you have been
the spiritual core of the movement we’ve started here just four short months ago.
And now, we will be joined by someone who has fought for 40 years to help
protect indigenous rights as an American welcomed into the Huichol
community. She is specifically being nominated by the Drugs Peace Institute for
her work to protect indigenous rights to Peyote as a sacramental plant that is
sacred to the Huichol and which should be protects.
(http://drugspeaceinstitute.org/pages/19_nobelcampaign_intro.html
Here is an interview that explains her perspective.
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https://www.thehuicholcenter.org/nobel-interview.html
With your permission, I would like to highlight Susana and the Nobel Peace
Prize Nomination, along with our Urban Framework for Education around the
Sacred Plants and Fungi because it joins our collective efforts to decriminalize
and protect our rights to nature’s healing plants. We are all one people, with
the sovereign right to interact with nature’s gifts to heal—whether you are an
indigenous person in the mountains of Mexico, an African American in the inner
city of America, a Chicano, an immigrant, a middle income or low income
person of European heritage, a wounded warrior, or whomever we are, we
should have the right of personal agency to engage with these plants on our own
terms.

June 2nd
DN issues press release for Susana and response from Susana:
June 2, 2019
For Immediate Release:
2019 Nobel Peace Prize Nominee, Susana Valadez, to speak in support of
DNO Resolution at Tuesday City Council vote to decriminalize entheogenic
plants and fungi
Anthropologist and long-time activist on behalf of the Wixárika (Huichol)
Nation and People builds bridge between cultures in support of
nature’s healing plants and fungi
June 2, 2019—On Tuesday, June 4th, the Oakland City Council will vote on
whether to decriminalize entheogenic plants and fungi by making them among
the lowest priority for police enforcement in Oakland, sending a powerful
message to the rest of the world that is it time to revisit our relationship with
these healing plants and fungi.
Local advocates for decriminalization will be joined in solidarity by Susana
Valadez, a member of the Wixarika Nation and the Executive Director of the
Huichol Center for Cultural Survival and Traditional Arts, and a 2019 Nobel
Peace Prize Nominee for her work on behalf of the Wixarika Nation, including
their right to use Peyote as a culturally important sacrament.
For millennia, cultures and communities throughout the world have worked
with these plants and fungi to heal members of their communities, and used
them in sacred rituals as sacraments. But in 1970, Nixon made it illegal to
continue these traditional uses and explore curative and healing effects of the
plants and fungi. According a Harper’s cover story written by Dan Baum in
2016, Nixon’s domestic policy chief John Ehrlichman stated:
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“The Nixon campaign in 1968 and the Nixon White House after that, had two
enemies: the antiwar left and black people. You understand what I’m saying?
We knew we couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the war or blacks, but
by getting the public to associate the hippies with marijuana and blacks with
heroine. And then criminalizing both heavily, we could disrupt those
communities. We could arrest their leaders. Raid their homes, break up their
meetings, and vilify them night after night on the evening news. Did we know
we were lying about the drugs? Of course we did.”
But extensive scientific research over the last 60 years by reputable institutions
such as UCSF, John Hopkins University, Harvard, and NYU have found
indisputable evidence that these plants and fungi have significant rates of
treating, and in many cases, curing mental health ailments such as PTSD,
depression, addiction, and end-of-life anxiety. Most recently, a May 2018
scientific research paper was released by a team of scientists at UC Davis
showing that compounds contained in these plants and fungi lead to increases
in neural structural growth in the brain, leading to greater neural plasticity,
an effect that enables people to address trauma induced self-destructive
behavior.
The Decriminalize Nature Oakland founders are advocating for the
decriminalization of the plants and fungi since they never should have been
criminalized to begin with. Additionally, they are advocating for an urban
education framework to inform urban communities throughout the US about
these plants and fungi, including benefits and risks, safe and responsible use,
set, setting, and dosage. The group created a working document titled “The
Urban Framework for Education on Entheogenic Plants and Fungi” which it
will distribute to council on Tuesday evening.
Adriaan Bronkhorst of the Drugs Peace Institute, a Nobel Peace Prize
qualifier, stated of Susana Valadez’s nomination for the Nobel Peace Prize:
"The Huichol people do give us an example of a spiritually
rewarding life coupled to a deep respect and devoted care for the
natural environment, enabled by their wise and respectful use of the
mind-altering peyote”.
“We are therefore happy to propose the Huichol people, represented
by the Huichol Center for Cultural Survival and the Traditional Arts
in the person of its director Susana Eger Valadez, for the
nomination of the 2019 Nobel Peace Prize, in the hope that this
candidacy will draw attention to the valuable example the Huichols
offer the world.”
Susana’s clarification response:
“Hola
The press release looks great, just one little thing...the use of peyote is legal in
Mexico for the Wixarika and other tribes that use it as a sacrament. But it's
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not legal for anyone else in Mexico, not even for scientific investigations. My
position for legalization is that the only way to prevent the extinction
of peyote in its endemic region, now being destroyed by mining companies and
agro-industries is to decriminalize it. That would provide economic
alternatives to the locals who are in favor of the mining operations because of
the jobs the mines would create for their impoverished region. They could
create biospheres that replicate the endemic growing conditions and generate
large surpluses, which would be used to enlighten spiritual pilgrims who
would travel to that region to learn about the Huichols and the beneficial
properties of peyote. These centers for spiritual growth and would be created
in the region, but Huichol peyote gathering sites would be off limits to nonHuichols. In this way the locals who support the mining industries would have
a much better option for the creation of jobs related to eco-tourism. And of
course if peyote was legalized, it would end the overharvesting by the cartels
who are the greatest threat”

June 2nd
Corrected/edited exchange from above sent out in DN newsletter to Oakland community:
“We received a boost of support this weekend when we were informed that
Susana Valadez, a community and political advocate for the Huichol people of
Mexico and Nobel Peace Prize Nominee for 2019, offered us her support and
intends to speak at council Tuesday night. Susana and the Huichol people are
fighting for, among other things, their rights to use Peyote as a sacrament in
their community, which has been a long cultural tradition for them. This right
is under threat as the ecosystems where the cacti grow are increasingly
impacted by encroachment from economic exploitation from outside their
community.
We look forward to building such bridges of unity across different communities
throughout the world.”

June 3rd
Bob Otis Stanley sends SGC document for guiding plant list for implementation
mentioning: “Currently illegal to grow (Bay Area indoors / outdoors)= Lopophora
williamsii (Peyote, mescaline) - (Southern US and Mexico -overharvested)

June 4th
Oakland City Council final vote sponsored by Noel Gallo (Yaqui lineage) and joined by
Susana, Angelica “Aikutzi” and Rosy from the Wixarika. Susana, Aikutzi, and Rosy
Valadez all gave powerful testimonials on the importance of peyote and Aikutzi was the
final testimonial given before the Oakland City Council went to vote. Thanks to Susana,
Aikutzi, and Rosy’s key contributions the resolution passed unanimously.

June 6th
Email from Carlos:
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We’d like to thank Susana Valadez and her children from the Huichol Nation who came
to support Decriminalize Nature Oakland and our resolution to Decriminalize
Entheogenic Plants and Fungi. Their ancient practice and wisdom from the Peyote plant
is under threat from exploration and Susana was nominated for the 2019 Nobel Peace
Prize as a representative of the Huichol Nation’s for her efforts to protect their culture.
They support decriminalization in order to enable others to grow Peyote so their sacred
lands where Peyote grows naturally will be protected from exploitation. Let’s thank them
for coming to support us by donating to their center. Those who contribute $100 or more,
will receive one of these beautiful hand crafted cards made by the children of the Nation
to support the Center (as long as supplies last). Donate here:

June 7th
“About your fb Comment” with Bia Bob Carlos me
Thanks for sharing this Bia. All of your initial comments were correct.
We're also very interested in continuing to grow connection, understanding, and
if possible, aligned collaboration with impacted plants and people.
Carlos, would you like to respond to Dawn? Happy to chat with you or with you
and Larry about this, or to propose a response if the team thought that would be
useful.
Xoxo,
Bob
On Friday, June 7, 2019, Bia Labate wrote:
HI Dawn
I saw this comment of you in Facebook
Dawn D Davis This move by the Oakland City Council is troublesome. It's one
thing to pass decriminalization laws for marijuana and psilocybe, but peyote??
I seriously doubt they reached out the Native American Church of North
America or any other Indigenous group when considering the inclusion
of peyote.
Peyote is currently considered a vulnerable species plant and decriminalizing
it's possession and use (for non-Indigenous peoples) is insulting!
I am copying you here to meet Larry, Bob and Carlos. They are all my friends,
and they are part of Decriminalize Nature Oakland.
Muchachos: Daws is my friend too, she is Native American and she is doing a
research on the conservation of peyote.
I was not involved in drafting the resolution but have been providing support
on the site.
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Dawn, this is my understanding
- decriminalization involves the right to cultivate, to grown your own for your
own use - this would be valid for peyote too.
- this is valid for Oakland only. Peyote does not grow in Oakland so you could
actually not harvest it to consume it
- they contacted Susana Valadez, who has a non profit in the US related to the
Huichol, and connections in Mexico
- the sponsor of this initiative is Native American
- they did not contact local NAC churches (Editor note: there are no NAC
chapters in Oakland)
- they are open for your feedback and collaboration.
Warm regards
Bia
Carlos responds
“Yes, please. I spoke with Bia for a while this evening to really try to
understand where Dawn is coming from and I do see the complexity of the
issue so I’d like to respond to Dawn by asking for her to help inform our
movement. I gained from my conversation with Bia that for our movement to
continue to grow and blossom, we would be wise to listen and learn from those
allies who care enough to offer us guidance and their thoughts. We may not
always agree with each other, but we will certainly continue to grow and learn
by hearing from our community.

June 7th
Dawn Davis, Paige Mallory on social media for the inclusion of peyote,
Carlos email to Dawn:
On Sat, Jun 8, 2019 at 9:58 AM Carlos Plazola wrote:
Hi Dawn, first, I want to express appreciation for your reaching out to us to
enable us to listen and learn from your own lessons and experiences. Bia shared
with me the depth of your research, personal history, academic study, and
commitment to this matter. I’m grateful to be able to discuss this with you as I’m
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sure all leaders of DNO will be. We see
these moments as opportunities to grow
and evolve our collective community
thinking, and enhance the depth of our
movement, by engaging in sincere
discourse with folks like yourself. We’re
meeting as a group on Thursday and it
would be helpful for us to better
understand your position and thoughts.
Is there a framework that lays out your
position that is in an executive summary
format? If the group has questions for
you, would you be available for a brief
call Thursday evening around 7 PM
PST?
On my end, I have two questions that
would help me better understand your
position:
How does criminalization of Peyote in
Oakland help the Native American Church?
Is it possible to grow our own Peyote in
controlled conditions (now that it is locally
decriminalized) so as to not negatively
impact the naturally growing sources?

Thank you for taking the time to offer
your thoughts, and I hope I get to meet
you soon. Bia speaks so highly of you.
Carlos Plazola
P.S. My grandmother, Maximiana Ximenez, was an indigenous woman of
Jalisco in the Autlan Valley region. While sadly I never had the honor and
privilege of meeting her (she died when I was just a baby), I often wonder about
the ancient traditions that died with her in my family lineage. I hope I can
someday meet her on a journey.
(June 12th) Dawn Response to Carlos:
From: Dawn D. Davis
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 10:29 AM
To: Carlos Plazola
Cc: Bia Labate; Bob Otis Stanley ; erie vision
Subject: Re: about your comment on FB
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Good Morning, EveryoneThank you for being patient with me on my response. I also appreciate you
reaching out to me, I was needless to say, shocked that peyote was included in
the Oakland resolution. I have in the past been very supportive about
decriminalization for marijuana and happy to hear about Denver's recent
psilocybe passage but never thought peyote would be considered.
As I shared on FB, this resolution worries me for various reasons. One, it
provides protections for non-Indigenous peoples in a way that is insulting to
Native American people. Our right to possess and use peyote was restricted for
decades only to be challenged in the Supreme Court with the passage of the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act Amendment of 1994. Decriminalization
in this case, is set up for non-Indigenous peoples only. Federal law currently
restricts peyote possession, cultivation, and use by non-Indigenous people.
Secondly, peyote is currently categorized as a vulnerable species, and though
there are many people (Indigenous and non-Indigenous) growing peyote for
their own personal use, there is still high rates of poaching occurring within the
native habitat (U.S. and Mexico). Third, it seems highly likely that the Native
American Church of North America (NAC) was not contacted for their input,
once again negating the Indigenous voice.
I have been told through this email, and from Bia as well as through another
friend that there were a few Indigenous people that provided support for this
resolution, but not, in my opinion, enough from the Native American and Native
American Church communities of the United States (US) to justify
decriminalizing peyote. This move is a dangerous precedent for the remainder
of the country as it continues to negate the religious freedoms afforded to the
Native Americans of the US and further diminishes the rights of the peyote plant
as it remains in vulnerable status.
To address your questions specifically:
How does criminalization of Peyote in Oakland help the Native American
Church? Because I am not familiar with the number of NAC's in Oakland, I
would have to say that at this point there is no quantifiable/qualitative benefit
as the larger NAC membership populations reside outside of Oakland and
California.
Is it possible to grow our own Peyote in controlled conditions (now that it is
locally decriminalized) so as to not negatively impact the naturally growing
sources? As I previously mentioned, this is currently happening across Indian
country and among several peyote researchers, this is a recommended practice.
As federal law states, cultivation is illegal for anyone not enrolled as a federally
recognized tribal member of the United States.
Had other opinions been sought, there may have been opportunity for inclusions
to promote sustainable practices in addition to being cognizant of the federal
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law regarding peyote use, possession, distribution, and cultivation by nonIndigenous peoples. With the increased use/curiosity of psychedelics,
the peyote resurgence requires individuals like myself to speak out on behalf of
the plant and to remind people of the traumatic history Native Americans have
endured to have the right to practice their religion only to have it brazenly
decriminalized for non-Indigenous use.
I hope that we can continue this discussion and I am appreciative to Bia for
putting us in touch.
Dawn
On Thu, Jun 13, 2019 at 9:52 AM Bia Labate wrote:
Hi Dawn,
Thanks for your message!
I would to point out that I agree that having NAC people and indigneous
people brought into this dialogue is fundamental. Therefore your answer here
and your willingness to dialogue with them is really appreciated.
You know that I am not in favour of indigenous use of peyote only, and we
have differed in this in the past, as I think that historically there has also been
non-indigenous use of peyote for a long time and much inter-ethinic
exchange... I know that this is a highly sensitive and controversial aspect, so I
propose we keep it on hold for now, as email is not really the best means of
communication. In any case, I think that in general we agree more then
disagree, especially considering the threat to peyote as a species and our
common love for conservation and shock with the current lack of interest in
protecting this species both in the US and Mexico.
For now, without getting into all merits, I would like to request:
- can you hold off your criticisms to them in Facebook until you speak
personally to my friends of Decriminalize Nature Okaland?
- do you give me your permission to share this message with my friends in the
Council for the Protection of Sacred Plants in Chacruna?
I would like to say that I feel I need to do more research to be a better advisor
to this -- in case DNO wants my advice, of course. I am not an official member
of this team, but I know them all and respect them.
I have one particular doubt about this point: As federal law states, cultivation
is illegal for anyone not enrolled as a federally recognized tribal member of
the United States.
I do not think that cultivation is really legal for Native Americans. It is my
understanding that there is a kind of up in the air/ ambigous status for Native
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Americans. As far as I know, recently the DEA has allowed Native Americans
to grow peyote in Texas but the Texas Health Department has not allowed
them. So they are trying to challenge this.
I would also like to suggest that maybe we can schedule a meeting with you
and DNO folks for October 18th in person, in the morningy? You will be in my
house and we could use this opportunity to meet in person.
October 17th Dawn will participate in the launch of the Peyote Files with me
and the San Francisco Psychedelic Society, see
here: https://chacruna.net/san-francisco-community-meeting-series2019/
Warm regards
Bia Labate, Ph.D
From: Dawn D. Davis
Sent: Sunday, June 16, 2019 1:37 PM
To: Bia Labate
Cc: Carlos Plazola ; Bob Otis Stanley; erie vision
Subject: Re: about your comment on FB
Hi Bia et al,
I appreciate your email and look forward to hearing back from the DNO folks
on why the inclusion of the Indigenous voices from the NACNA were negated. I
am open to further discussion on this in person in October but believe
discussion sooner is imperative.
I will continue to respond to comments made on social media regarding this
issue. I have stated my opinion about it and am highly concerned that the DNO
and the Oakland City Council chose to make inclusions for peyote based upon
a very small faction of people.
You are correct that cultivation is still a gray area, however rights at this point
are more in favor of Native American cultivation than they would be for nonIndigenous people, but the issue is not about cultivation, it is about possession,
and that is a huge concern.
Talk soon,
Dawn
On Mon, Jun 17, 2019 at 8:46 AM Carlos Plazola wrote:
Dawn, thank you for your email. Where are you physically located? If you are
remote from the Bay Area, perhaps a phone call or Zoom call would be good? I
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can see if we can set it up this week or next week depending on people’s
availability.
Thank you
Carlos
From: Dawn D. Davis
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019 1:40 PM
To: Carlos Plazola
Cc: Bia Labate; Bob Otis Stanley; erie vision
Subject: Re: about your comment on FB
Hello Everyone,
I am located in Idaho. Next work will probably work better for me. If a phone
conversation can be made, that would be great, otherwise feel free to continue
our discussion here.
Take care,
Dawn
On Mon, Jun 17, 2019 at 4:15 PM Carlos Plazola wrote:
I’m available any day next week and most times. What works for others? What
days and times are best for a phone call? Adding a few others who may want to
be on the call.
Carlos

June 8th
Carlos email thread:
“Hi all,
As things get exciting and our momentum begins to spill-over, beyond our
hometown borders, there has been small, and probably growing, critique and
concerns about our efforts, even from our allies, as people seek to inform our
process. May I suggest we simply ask them to share their concerns and we listen
and bring it back to the group (as opposed to entering into active debate and
engagement with them on line). We are seeing concern right now about
decriminalization of Peyote, for example, and the person expressing the concern
is coming from a sincere, heartfelt place. I believe if we lead by listening to our
critics, and giving them the space to be heard, and then discussing as a group,
we can continue to grow with minimal division between us and our natural allies
and also be an example of how to engage with divergent ideas in a positive way.
I welcome your thoughts.
Nicolle:
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“I think this is a wise and loving approach.
For my own understanding I would love to hear some of the concerns
particularly around Peyote. Perhaps we can discuss Thursday.
Thank you, Carlos”
Bob:
“Yes to listening and learning!
On this specific topic, it is nice that decriminalization has been seen by at least
some Wixarica as step towards protecting the sacred cactus and the community”
Carlos:
“Yes, and to clarify, Angelica has been trained as a Peyote healer (marakame)
and is of the Nation, so to speak. But yes to listening and learning, nevertheless.
So much to learn”

June 13th
DN BOD agenda from Bob Otis
Dear All,
Reminder to let Carlos know asap if you are zooming into tonight's meeting!
Also, I checked in briefly w' Carlos and added again to agenda, specifically outreach
to local Ohlone groups. - Bob
Agenda updated at 12:45 Thursday
Centering words, thoughts, prayers, reflections (10 Min)
DNO Structure: introduction of the Advisory Committees, leads, and Role of Committee
(Nicole, can you print and bring 15 copies of one pager on structure, or if you don’t
have a printer, send me a one pager and I’ll print?) (20 minutes)
Going into community: Education and information into Oakland’s communities, next
steps (30 minutes) (Nicolle, Larry, Bob Lead discussion)
Cannabis connections (Bob, Larry)
Ohlone Solidarity - Sogorea'Te, other outreach (Bob / other?)
Going out and supporting other communities (45 minutes); (Danielle and Carlos
present and lead discussion) (30 minutes)
Housekeeping (20 minutes):
Bia Labate looking for community partner of DNO for Psychedelic Liberty Summit
Dawn Davis concerns about Peyote
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Documentary inquiries
stance on event consumption/promotion
Other business (10 minutes)
End at 7:30 PM.

June 13th
Tech Dev -- Peyote and postmodern teks email thread Bob Otis:
“Hola brethren,
Copying in likely tech friends.
One idea for dno technical development could be repatriating peyote into its
homelands.
I haven't worked with peyote, but if it acts like most cactus, we should be able to
clone (cut pieces of) peyote to create new starts. Planting diverse cloned 'pups'
is likely the most direct to expand the total number and mass of healthy peyote in
the wild.
Would be interested to see if Dawn might support this. It would be a lovely
service to help conserve and repopulate peyote in the wild, in solidarity and
alignment with the stewards of its homeland. Just brainstorming and having fun.
Bob O
Carlos
“I would love to grow peyote and even build them nice temp controlled
room/building.”
June 21, (Athonia gathers timeline of first interactions with IPCI board members in July of 2019)
received the following from a lead scientist at a Multidisciplinary non-profit,
which I can't name directly due to confidentiality clause in the e-mail signature,
but that said, and I'm paraphrasing:

"One new thing I learned is Indigenous groups that use peyote are against
decrimin because they fear more loss of peyote that is already dwindling in
Texas and Mexico. I understand the fear here, but don't think this a reason not
to decrimin. Just FYI."
a few days later I made plans to chat with the NAC on a conference bridge. At this point we
brought in Bia Labate.
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Its a pleasure to introduce you to Athonia. She is doing work in Santa Cruz toward plant
decriminalization. Cody, Miriam, and Steve Moore (Nat Amer Church attorney) scheduled a call
with her on July 8 about concerns of NAC peyote.
I told her about Council on Protection of Plants, and wanted to put her in contact with you in
case she has questions or looking for info to respond to NAC.
On Friday July 12th at 3pm I spoke with the representatives below on the topic and offered to
remove peyote mention from our initiatives. Here's the people on the call:
• Cody Swift <cody@riverstyxfoundation.org>,
• Miriam Volat <miriam@riverstyxfoundation.org>,
• Steve Moore <smoore@narf.org>

June 29th
Email thread following Carlos first conversation with Miriam
(June 29th) Carlos:
“Dear Miriam,
It was a pleasure to speak with you yesterday morning. I’ve included our Board
on this email thread.
Based on our conversation, I believe our collective interests are fully aligned.
As I mentioned on the phone, we stand prepared to work in support of the goals
of the Native American community and in collaboration with the leadership to
ensure that the rituals, rights, practices, and traditions of the Native American
community are not only respected, but revered, through the plants and fungi
decriminalization process occurring throughout the US. We are all seeking
social and spiritual healing, and the leadership of our group recognizes the
importance of honoring the sacred traditional practices and history of the Native
American community around traditional plant use as part of this healing. We
stand ready to hear from your community and to learn how we may best support
your group.
Attached please find the resolution as passed by our city council, a document
sharing our principles, and the staff report that accompanied the resolution.
Best wishes,
Carlos Plazola
Chair, Decriminalize Nature
(July 3rd) Miriam
“Dear Carolos and DN Board,
It was very heartening and wonderful to speak with you last week as well,
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I am in Columbia supporting one of our projects here until Tuesday of next week
and have very little connectivity, but wanted to let you know I got your email
and am deeply appreciative.
I mentioned the content of our call to our Native American Board - including
the National Council of Native American Churches - and we have agreed to
prepare a brief overview of thoughts as a beginning. We will be answering the
question of what the message to sincere urban folks be and what do we need to
share and ask for to help people treat these plants and the people they are
intertwined with as sacred and with honor.
When I return, we will reach back out to you again.
Thank you very much!!
Miriam
Miriam Volat
Riverstyx Foundation
Co-Director
(July 3rd) Carlos:
“Thank you, Miriam. We look forward to working collaboratively, and in
support of Native American community”

July 2019
July 3rd
Email thread from Bob Otis: Thoughts on respect for Peyote and its traditions
Just thinking out loud about respect for Peyote and its human allies.
It should be clear from reading the resolution that DN openly intends to foster
respect for and asks all to respect traditional plant practices and their related
human traditions and cultures. This includes traditional sacred plants as well
as their more recently discovered family 'analogs'. We are unhappy that these
plants are profaned and called illegal, harmful drugs, and also that they and
their lasting human allies and their traditions are disrespected in this way,
with related black market concerns around sustainability for Peyote and other
venerated plants such as Chacruna.
The published resolution text listed exemplary sacred plants (which
include Peyote as a true Master Plant that from our understanding would have
been insulting to leave out), repeatedly naming history and cultures of
traditional sacred use in a respectful tone and calling for a careful and
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respectful approach to individual and community healing with these plants. :)
The fine concepts underlying the resolution (entheogenic plants -- bearing
phenethylamines, tryptamines and other indole amines, and all compounds
found in these plants) also should make it clear that the resolution isn't
actually calling out specific plants for harvesting, but rather are listing
exemplary plants that should be honored by the resolution's intention, with an
underlying intention to grow access to soul-healing materials that nature can
provide.
Sustainable and ethical sourcing and access is one of the key mandates now
for DN moving forward. This includes reaching out to ignored or under-served
communities for input.
Bob
Nicolle:
“Thank you Bob for pointing this out and putting it into words. I want to
compassionately listen and learn but I do feel Dawn’s beef with us is
misaligned.
Could we have done a better job of reaching out to indigenous groups...yes! But
our Resolution is respectful and honors sacred healing plants and practices.
Why would anyone who honors them want them criminalized and listed as
Schedule 1 drugs? Her beef should be with the federal government and those
who disrespect Peyote. If anything Peyote should be on a protected species list
to protect it from over harvesting. (Is that a thing?) But it should not be illegal
to use for healing and spiritual growth if grown sustainably and respectfully.
She should work with us on how to foster that directive vs berating us for
decriminalizing.
I have to question whether in some misguided way it’s seen as beneficial and
protective of Peyote to arrest and criminalize people who use peyote outside of
the protection and approval of the NAC. “
Nicolle I really appreciate Miriam’s thoughtful message and willingness to work
with us. Thank you Carlos for representing DNO’s intentions.
Larry: agreed!
Carlos:
Excellent. Agree. On my end, I intend to learn from Miriam and others, but also
to learn from, and practice with, Susana Valadez, with whom I’ve built a
spiritual bond and with whom I will deepen my relationship (including her
community), as part of my own reintegration into my ancestral lands in Mexico
in a loving and positive way. If in the process, I can assist in the facilitation of
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the preservation and conservation of Peyote natural lands and the development
of alternative sustainable cultivation methods, it would be an honor.

July 7th
Carlos introduced Miriam and Susana to build bridges
Carlos
Miriam and Larry:
My friend, Susana Valadez, whom as you may know is nominated, on behalf of
the Wixarika people, for the Nobel Peace Prize, is in Sante Fe July 9th through
the 20th, and she’s interested in building bridges with NAC and also with
Decriminalize Nature folks who may be in New Mexico. Miriam, I’m reaching
out to you in case you know of anyone in your organization in that area who
may be interested in sitting with Susana to talk and build bridges. Larry, if we
have any leaders who have stepped up for DN in New Mexico, please put them
in touch with Susana. She’ll be traveling to Santa Fe on 7/9 through 7/20 and
has the ear of some of the elected municipal leaders there.
Love to everyone!
Carlos Plazola
Susana:
Hello Everyone,
Thanks so much to Carlos for bringing everyone into the loop, whom I welcome
with open arms I hope our efforts continue to spiral out into the world. It's up
to us to rise to the challenge of healing Mother Nature of all the whoes inflicted
upon her by her human children behaving badly. Let's all be a part of the
awakening, the renaissance of our best qualities towards care taking our
beloved blue Earth, Please stay in touch with me and let me know how I can
help with the Berkeley City Council Meeting. I will introduce myself as the
Huejuquilla appointed amabassador of the Wixarika people in our local
community, Let me know who I may contact on the City Council to make inroads
on an international, mayor's office.:to -mayor's office level about the importance
of unanimous votes on decriminalization. .I am happy to assist with this and ask
to please provide me the name(s) of people we want to reach out to.
If anyone knows Mayor Weber in Santa Fe, it would also be good to let him
know about us, because he intends to attend the event being held on my behalf
at the Xanadu Gallery. . I include the event announcement here. Let's see what
we can get accomplished in the short time that I am in Santa Fe and dedicated
to moving the cause forward. Thanks to all for your efforts. My phone number
is 510 309 6403, and website and donate page at www.thehuicholcenter.org.
I will let you all know when I plan to come back your way, probably in early
September. Until then, onward and upward, with love light and peace, Susana
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Miriam:
Thank you for this Carlos,
I will will reach out to folks! July is a full time, but perhaps someone can come
over.
I will be mostly out of town until the 20th, out of service a lot. Stuck in Columbia
now due to a cancelled flight.
I’ll be in touch soon!
Miriam
Carlos:
Hi Miriam, thank you. If there is anyone interested in meeting with Susana to
build an alliance/collaborate/communicate from the Native American
community, let me know.
Good luck in Colombia!
Carlos

July 12th 2019
Decriminalization thread with Athonia and peyote Athonia
reaches out for a conversation with ICPI Board members
Cody, Miriam, and Steve Moore
Athonia:
“HI Carlos and Larry,
Can I get your thoughts on two things?
First topic: peyote. I noticed in the documents you sent over that peyote was
expressly mentioned in the list of example plant medicines. My friend at MAPS
mentioned this a few weeks back and there seems to be some concern. Would it
be acceptable in your view to remove the mention of peyote from the agenda so
as to minimize potential harm to this endangered plant?
Background: I just came off a call with some professionals I think you know:
Cody Swift (Santa Cruz) and Miriam Volat from Riverstyx Foundation. Steve
Moore, long-time attorney for the Native American Church is with the
Colorado Native American Rights Fund (https://www.narf.org) and he
pointed out that Native Americans are awarded special status for religious use
of peyote and is protected under law.
Steve says the Native Americans he represents are worried about collateral
effects as this effort gains momentum. They seem to be worried that
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"psychonauts" (my word) would add the peyote to their list of destination
planets they might like to visit in the newly discovered decriminalization
galaxy.
From what Steve surmises, decriminalization could lead to "Peyoteros" feeling
pressure to sell to psychonauts which might raise prices or eliminate
availability of this imperiled plant.
Worse, black market dealers may find increased demand and the incidence of
people cutting through fences to abscond with Peyote cactus could increase.
As we know, peyote is grown and consumed as a sacrament. It's a slow
growing plant that is considered threatened. What actions can we take to avoid
unintentionally affecting them?
In the meeting I asked if eliminating mention of peyote in the agenda items
could help. I see no reason to call attention to peyote specifically. Thoughts?
Thank you!!
--Athonia
Larry
“Hello Athonia,
Quick clarification, the only mention of peyote in the resolution itself is
referencing its sacred use by the NAC, is this the section you are speaking
about?
Thanks!
(Juy 12th) Carlos Agrees with Athonia on removing peyote from SC resolution
“Athonia: On Peyote, as Larry mentioned, we only referenced Peyote as sacred
use by the NAC. I’m not sure those who have expressed concerns have actually
read it. This said, it’s not integral to the resolution so no need to mention it.
However, not mentioning it doesn’t make the issue go away. My question to
Miriam Volt when I spoke with her two weeks ago was whether there is room
in the process to raise awareness of the dangers to Peyote. People who use it
tend to be more “conscious” and open to compassion, so they may be using it
without knowing the impact they’re having. For example, conservation
biology relies on awareness of the dangers to plants and animals and human
goodness, not secrecy. And it’s working. We’re starting to save animals and
plants more regularly than we used to when I studied conservation biology in
1994.
Everyone knows about Peyote. Many psychonauts want to try it. But probably
most of them don’t know of the dangers it faces. If they did, they’d probably
opt out, or create their own cultivation methods. This is the conversation we
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want to have with Miriam’s group. Interestingly, she was supposed to get back
in contact with me after speaking with her elders, but has been very busy. I
wanted to connect with her and reach agreement on a position so we could
share info with folks like you and activists in the other 60+ cities interested in
passing similar resolutions. So, I was a little surprised you all were able to find
time to talk since it’s been a high priority for us to get a response from her.
I’ll reach out to her again now that I know she’s accessible.
My intention is to open the conversation with them so we take the best possible
action as a movement. As for removing it from mention, I have no concern with
this. In the end, each community should do what it feels it needs to do anyway.
You have our full support.
C

July 12th
Sustainability social media graphics conversation
Larry:
“Hey!
checking in on some plant sustainability memes...
i was thinking something phrased like:
Did you know there is a local sustainable source of ibogaine in the Bay Area?
(show a picture, a latin name, etc)
Did you know there are over 4000 combinations of plants combinations similar
to ayahuasca.
Did you know peyote can be grown on san pedro at (x) times rate than growing
in the wild...
or do you know x number of cacti grow in the Bay Area which contain
mescaline...
etc.
maybe some images for the different plants if you have any, otherwise i can find
online
thanks!
Bob:
“hi Larry, I don't have my good editing computer with me or the one that has all
of my best photos, but here are suggestions with pics attached, building on your
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start. What do you think? if this is going down the right path, can do a couple
more tomorrow, etc.
Did you know there are local sustainable plant sources for Iboga alkaloids in
the Bay Area? Star Jasmine ([italics] Trachelospermum jasminoides) makes a
beautiful addition to your sacred garden. [pic attached]
[Holding off for now on memes about specifics around peyote while we're
hearing from NAC....]
Did you know there are sacred cacti that (unlike Peyote), are legal to grow and
are traditionally recognized sacred entheogens? Sacred Huachuma ([italics]
Trichocereus cactus varieties) can be fast growing, strong, and makes a
beautiful addition to your sacred garden.
Larry:
“quick question... how does this sound for the cacti instead...
Did you know there are sacred cacti that, are legal to grow and are
traditionally recognized sacred entheogens? Sacred Huachuma ([italics]
Trichocereus cactus varieties) can be fast growing, strong, and makes a
beautiful addition to your sacred garden. In addition, grafting peyote buttons
to Trichocereus varieties can accelerate peyote's growth and reduce
sustainability issues.

July 13th 2019
Peyote >>>THREAD
July 13th Carlos:

Hi Miriam, I received an email from Athonia in Santa Cruz. I’m supporting
them in passing similar resolution to ours. She mentioned she spoke with you
and Steve Moore about Peyote and you all stated a position? Perhaps I
misunderstood. When you and I spoke, we concluded that you would check
with your group and get back to me as it was a slow process of working
through all the democratic process. We have activists in over 60+ cities now
wanting to pass similar resolutions, so it would be good for us to talk soon
since we have a webinar coming up with them in 2 weeks. The question you
and I ended with was:
Is there a position that we, as urban communities, can take that supports the
position of the Native American community relative to Peyote. The
conversation biology movement relies on public awareness as a key to
preservation of plants and animals. Inherent in the question is whether or not
we have an opportunity to raise awareness of the dangers to Peyote through
this process, or if we think staying silent as communities is the best way to
protect it. My understanding is that current practices are already endangering
it, so how do we change behavior without awareness?
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Thank you
Carlos Plazola
Miriam states Athonia (Santa Cruz) reached out to them for a conversation (July 2019)
and that removing peyote from the SC resolution was Athonia’s idea gathered from their
conversation, but not something they (ICPI Board members) recommended to her.
“Good Morning Carlos,
Thank you for reaching out.
First - I have reached out to the National Council with your question and a
couple others and am awaiting 2 more responses toward putting them all
together in a statement. We are going as fast as we can and that is absolutely
our next step - as I shared, I apologize it can not be immediate, I am very hopeful
it can be in a timeframe that allows you to digest and discuss it before the
webinar in two weeks. The NAC group was very happy you were so open to the
statement and I imagine this first step can lead to other, deeper conversations
as well. We unequivocally also understand that Oakland is working to be a
model for the other groups and are looking forward to working with you in that
role.
About conversation with Athonia - I’m actually not sure exactly how Athonia
came to reach out to us for a conversation. It may have been through local
connections through MAPS and the fact we are based in Santa Cruz, I don’t
think her specific intention was around peyote only per se. We were very explicit
with her that we are in a process of collecting responses from NAC Leaders to
collate into a formal statement, and that we had agreed to bring that to you all
and that you had offered to be a conduit and model for other efforts. So we did
not share a formal position with her, and let her know we did not have one based
on awaiting the process with NAC Leaders which we haven’t yet completed.
We did share with her some of the issues and concerns around Peyote, but also
we discussed other issues with decriminalization and our common support for
these efforts. The conversation lead to her deciding that as she proceeds in
Santa Cruz it would be best to leave out the explicit mention of Peyote if things
move quickly there. This was not something we recommended to her, but
rather that she gathered from the conversation. We agreed that it was a
respectful decision. She said she would continue to be in touch with you all of
course and was interested in the formal statement coming to you from NAC
leaders and perhaps ongoing conversations from there.
I am guessing we will have other such requests for conversations - which I’m
hoping we can get prepared for by having our NAC statement ASAP! Happy to
talk about how to navigate this with you.
Again, so happy to talk more! I am free today until 4:00 and then traveling over
the next 10 days but still available if we plan ahead.
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Thank you,
Miriam
Miriam
“hello again Carlos,
one of the questions that is coming up is
- is there actually a substantive interest in peyote in these urban
communities?
- why was peyote included specifically?
the question is coming from a curiosity about how much to share. There is a
strategy concern about this because for some places where there is not really
interest why draw interest and include a threatened plant/culture but if there is
a substantive interest - then sharing cultural and ecological context and native
american requests becomes more important.
please advise!
Miriam
Carlos
“Hi Miriam. I think this is where the confusion is coming from. We didn’t
proactively and singularly include peyote. We included all plants and fungi
(and their derivatives) listed on the federal schedule 1 list. The only mention
of Peyote is in one of the “whereas” statements where we state that the NAC
uses it for sacred practice. This is not required to be included and any cities
who seek to pass our resolution can remove this without any impact on the
overall intention.
The basis for not explicitly excluding any specific plants other than coca and
poppy (which are actually on schedule 2 I’m told) is because we’re saying all
relationships between humans and healing plants are sacred and inalienable
and their use should not be ca criminal act. We did mention excluding coca
and poppy in this resolution after some council members expressed concern
over the addiction rates associated with the refined compounds in these
plants.
I wonder if there may be a way to proactively encourage the conservation, and
refraining from use, of native growing peyote by non-indigenous people who
don’t have the deep traditions of use, without suggesting their interactions
with Peyote should continue to be a criminal act?
I appreciate the opportunity to dialogue with you.
Carlos
Carlos
“Miriam, I don't think I addressed your first question very well. I'm happy to
defer to other folks like Bob Stanley and Larry about the interest in urban
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communities over peyote, but the intention is to not EXCLUDE plants from the
resolution. The mention of Peyote was to honor and recognize the special
relationship the Native American community and other indigenous communities
have with Peyote. This said, is there room for sustainable growing of Peyote in
urban areas to support the Native American community to supplement the
harvesting of natural habitat peyote (forgive my ignorance if this is a stupid
question, please)?
(July 13th) Carlos
By the way, I asked organizers at Port Townsend to remove the word "peyote"
from their resolution this evening, and they were very happy to do so
(July 14th) Carlos
“Miriam, thank you for this email below and the thoughtful response. I
apologize for the multiple emails.
Athonia did mention that the connection was made by MAPS.
We look forward to hearing the NAC’s statement. Will there be any room for
dialogue with the NAC leadership to allow for mutual exchange of ideas,
thoughts, and intentions?
Carlos
(July 14th) Larry asks Miriam for a connection to members of the Oakland NAC
“Hello everyone!
To offer my thoughts on the first question... I would say yes there is a substantive
interest in cacti containing mescaline which includes peyote, but mostly from
folks who would like to grow their own and to learn new models of sustainability
by grafting on locally grown San Pedro, or creating and replicating an
environment to cultivate locally grown peyote. The resolution does not
decriminalize
harvesting peyote in
Texas
or
Mexico,
trafficking
the peyote across state or international lines to Oakland, or the sales
of peyote in Oakland, but it does allow people to grow a plant that is endangered
from the destruction of its native land by mining and agro-business.
We have been looking for NAC representatives in Oakland, but have not been
successful. Is it possible to introduce us to the Oakland NAC representative?
Thank you,
Larry
(July 15th) Bob Otis
Hi Miriam,
In case it might be useful to engage your useful questions further, I'll add a few
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comments. You had asked:
- is there actually a substantive interest in peyote in these urban
communities?
From my experience, Huachuma (San Pedro and related types - not peyote)
has been the primary type of cactus accessed for urban work. It is fast growing
and legal to grow at city, state and federal levels. I've been to Huachuma
ceremonies under different associated religious leadership, but never peyote.
That said, Larry has noted that there are non-Native American people who
would like to grow and to learn new models of sustainability, for example by
creating and replicating an environment to cultivate locally grown peyote, or
by grafting onto faster growing cacti. These primarily seem to be people who
grow peyote out of appreciation for the cactus. Interested in your thoughts
there. I haven't done any formal analysis, but I can say that
consuming peyote is not common among the many practicing Bay Area
practitioners I've been exposed to.
- why was peyote included specifically?
As Carlos mentioned in a previous note, the general view from DN is that 'all
relationships between humans and healing plants are sacred and inalienable'.
That said, this resolution does not highlight or decriminalize
harvesting peyote in Texas or Mexico, trafficking peyote across state or
international lines to Oakland, or sales of peyote in Oakland. In case it might
be useful, here is the specific text from the resolution where we
reference Peyote (italics added):
"...the Entheogenic Plant practices of certain groups are already explicitly
protected in the U.S. under the doctrine of religious freedom -- the Native
American Church's use of peyote and the use of ayahuasca by two other
churches, a Santo Daime congregation and the Uniao do Vegetal..."
This is the only direct reference to Peyote in the resolution. Also attaching the
full resolution, just for convenience.
Thanks as always for sharing your perspective.
Best regards,
Bob O
(July 25th) Miriam response 1st suggestion of not mentioning peyote explicitly
“Good Morning Carlos and team,
Thank you so much for all your responses! And thank you for you patience, July
has been very full of travel and most of the NAC Leaders are in their summer
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travel and ceremonies. I have a clear office week next week and will have more
time to dedicate to this.
I have included Steve Moore from the Native American Rights Fund and a
member of the Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative Board as he and I are
both working to collect data for a statement. Also – we do have some members
who would likely be willing to have direct conversations with you once Sundance
season is over.
We still do not have a full formal statement however I wanted to share some of
the highlights from responses we have collected thus far
There is a preference so far for NOT mentioning peyote explicitly in a list of
plants.
Some of the oldest church groups feel it is extremely important that peyote be
preserved for utilization as a sacrament by and for indigenous peoples. Broken
treaties in this land, the preciousness of native traditions, ecological threats to
the medicine itself and cultural complexity around its growth and the importance
of spiritual respect in the methods of use makes this not a straightforward plant
to decriminalize for urban populations. There is extensive education about the
cultural and spiritual context related to this plant which can not be separated
from it’s people that must be done. In order to give the indigenous people of
tomorrow a chance with this healing medicine considering all this, and the
impacts of supply and demand – it is important that non-indigenous people
respect the American Indian Freedom of Religion Act and take their lead from
them.
In response to Bob’s comments about Huachuma, we have often discussed that
this cactus is a beautiful and appropriate medicine for the general population,
that is readily available, easy to access and does not cross the lines of respect
for indigenous people of this land.
Thank you for your openness and for holding the complexity and need for
listening and education in relation to Peyote which is a plant entwined with a
people and a land and a cultural history.
I hope to have more for you in the coming week and we can discuss next steps,
in service,
Miriam
Steve Moore
“Yes, thank you all for your openness and sensitivity to this issue.
We appreciate your working with us.
Steve
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Larry
“Hello,
Looking for a little clarification around the request. Is your suggestion that we
should change the resolution to keep peyote illegal?
Thank you for helping me understand
Larry
(Jul 25th) Steve Moore
“Larry,
Miriam is very busy so I’ll jump in here.
Local ordinances that “decriminalize” a substance, as you know, don’t change
the status of that substance under either federal or state controlled substances
laws. They make it a lower priority for local law enforcement. So
including peyote technically in your resolution won’t change the risk of
prosecution by state or federal law enforcement, should circumstances
warrant. Our concern is that to the extent it sends a message to local citizens
that peyote is “legal” the collateral and unintended effect could be to increase
interest in non-native persons either going to Texas to purchase peyote or
purchase black market product from local folks. Both scenarios we fear will
further foment the peyote black market in the Rio Grande River valley in south
Texas. Our IPCI project is working hard to improve land management and
conservation practices of the local ranchers, and to improve growing and
harvesting conditions and methods. The ranchers we work with are very
concerned about rampant trespassing and destructive practices of the illegal
pickers. We don’t take a position on local citizens in Oakland or Santa Cruz
or elsewhere who might grow their own peyote for private use. That is a slow
and delicate process. But we sincerely doubt that much of that is actually
happening – it does here and there but not in large, commercial quantities which
might draw the attention of state or federal law enforcement. As Miriam
mentioned there are other alternatives that don’t harm the very
fragile peyote population in south Texas. So we respectfully believe that the
better course is to not include the word peyote in local resolutions or initiatives
to put before governing bodies. For persons who might notice that the word is
missing and have questions, we’re happy to serve as a resource.
Best,
Steve
(August 1st) Miriam
“Good Morning Larry,
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catching up on all these email and regret I didn’t see this one before.
in answer to your question - there has not been a request or suggestion to
change the resolution to recommend keeping peyote illegal - rather a request
to not list it in a list of plants and fungi that would be decriminalized. Hope
that makes sense!!
>>>END THREAD

July 13th
Request of Port Townsend to remove Peyote thread
Carlos:
Great website.
One comment: the Native American Church community has asked us to request
of communities to remove mention of Peyote in their resolution as they’re
trying to minimize awareness of it as a healing plant so as to not deplete the
resources. Not necessarily actively state it is excluded but just be silent about
its existence under the mescaline group. We’re in discussions with them, and
we hope to craft a final joint position we can share with communities but until
then, I believe their preference is that the word “peyote” be removed from any
resolutions for the time being.
C
Rebecca:
Thank you very much!
And thank you for bringing this issue of Peyote to my awareness. I’ll fix this.

July 21st
Carlos
To whom it may concern,
Please accept this letter as endorsement of Susana Valadez as an advocate and
representative of the resolution and principles of the Decriminalize Nature
campaign. We are honored to have someone of Susana’s caliber working with
us to advance the cause of the inalienable relationship between humans and
entheogenic plants and fungi. Susana’s nomination for the Nobel Peace Prize in
2019, as a representative of the Wixarika people of Mexico, recognizes the work
and effort of her community to protect their culture and sacred relationship to
Peyote. Susana’s 40+ years of work on behalf of her community speaks volumes
to her dedication and commitment to the cause of love, justice, and dignity for
all life on Earth. We are honored to have her working with us.
Sincerely,
Carlos Plazola, Chair
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July 22
Carlos
“Hi all, can you all review and let me know if approved to send this to Susana
as she gets set to meet with the Mayor of Santa Fe to introduce them to our
resolution? She’s gotten the verbal endorsement of the only native American
congressperson for our approach and resolution.”

July 31:
Haven agrees to host the movie Peyote Files with SFPS
Hi Carlos,
I am reaching out to see if the Haven would be available on August 17th to
rent out for an event with SFPS and Chacruna. The time would be 6:30-10
PM, needs are chairs, tables, av system and projector. We are having a
Community Meeting screening and talk on Bia's Project: the Peyote Files.
We would love to come check out the space when Bia returns to Peru if
possible. Looking forward to hearing if the Haven is available on this date.
with gratitude,

D, yes the space will be available and we can accommodate your needs. Can
you clarify how many tables and chairs you need and if the tables should be
square, round, and what size?
C

August 2019
August 1st
Miriam thread: Check in and update on our process of getting a statement form NAC
leaders regarding inclusion of peyote in DNO
Miriam “Good Morning!
Hope each of you have entered August well. This summer is flying by.
I wanted to update you that as July winds to a close we have been able to get
feedback/comments from many of the NAC leaders and the statement we
promised is going out for final review to National Council members and IPCI
Board today. That means we should have it to you next week.
Also - we have three Indigenous Peyote/NAC leaders who have offered to serve
as direct spokesperson/contacts for questions and conversations regarding the
statement. Some of them would prefer in-person, so that can be arranged if it
seems important.
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Thank you for your patience! Also - I am back in town and available if I can be
of any service at all!
Muchas Gracias!!!
Miriam Volat
IPCI Interim Executive Director
Riverstyx Foundation
Carlos shares with Miriam the suggestion to remove peyote from resolutions is being
addressed already
Miriam, thank you for all your hard work on this, and the attention you’ve given
it. I know your summer has been very busy so we’re grateful for your efforts to
get comments back on the resolution. As I mentioned in a previous email,
without knowing the position of NAC leaders, we suggested to an organizer in
Washington that was crafting language based on our resolution to present to
her city council that she leave off the “whereas” in the resolution with the
mention of the NAC and sacred use of Peyote. So, it is our intention to be
sensitive and sympathetic to the issue.
We’d very much like the opportunity to speak with the three
NAC/Peyote Leaders and also would enjoy meeting with any of them face-toface. There is a lot to be said for feeling one’s positive energy in physical
presence.
We look forward to hearing from you on this, and I look forward to talking with
you directly tomorrow.”

August 1st
Larry to DN Website Manager
“We are getting some pushback from a few folks around the mention of peyote in
the resolution, and I realized we have a number of peyote research papers on
the front research page. Is it possible to highlight other papers and move
the peyote research so they are available, but not as forward presenting?”

August 19th
Non-commodification statement draft thread:
Relevant section of Larry suggestion:
“We recommend researching local flora and fauna to ethically source local and
sustainable plants
• We support and encourage knowledge exchange programs between traditional
indigenous wisdom keepers and contemporary cultures on entheogenic
practices
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• We support bringing awareness to endangered entheogenic plants and
traditions as well as co-creating new growing environments for plants whose
native land is endangered by mining, agro-business etc.
• We agree that ANY group harvesting a particular plant must also have a robust
replanting agenda to replace what was taken for future generations. For
example, peyote takes at least 7 years to mature, without a program in place to
actively replant, peyote is under the threat of extinction from current NAC
practices alone. “The estimated annual harvest of individual plants, or buttons,
is in the millions.” Erowid

August 23rd
DN Peyote Statement from IPCI and NCNAC (attaches document/letter titled DN
Statement Aug 19)

September 2019
September 5th
Thread with AZ:
“Hey Larry,
We are just modifying it to exclude peyote/cacti, since that is a sensitive issue
here in Arizona. We haven't reached out to city council members yet, but we've
identified who to approach. We're also working on the education/integration
piece to go along with decriminalization.
And we are working with people in Tucson and Flagstaff who'd like to do the
same!
Larry
“Great!
No worries, had mentioned it, but if you keep us in the loop we can share when
you have agenda items planned and let any media know to reach out when you
are getting closer.
Sounds good on the peyote... I think there is only one line in the resolution that
mentions peyote, but the NAC are ok with the resolution stating mescaline
containing cacti, just no direct mention of peyote
Thanks for the update!”
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August 23rd -Sept 20th
DN Peyote Statement from IPCI and NCNAC thread
(Carlos asks to clarify if the ICPI is requesting for a formal written statement from DN.
No response. Carlos asks a second time about formal statement, no response)
Miriam:
“Good Morning DN Steering Committee,
Hope you are each well and enjoying these last days of summer.
Thank you again to you each and your steering committee for working with us!
Please do forward to anyone else who is on the steering committee that I do not
know about.
Attached please find the statement developed by the National Council of Native
American Church Members and the Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative.
The members of the Board and Council are happy to have a face to face
conversation as well. It will likely need to be by zoom or some other technology
as folks are in all different parts of the country. I would imagine our three
spokespersons and two of their wives and one of our lawyers and one youth
would join. I also spoke with Dawn Davis an indigenous academic
studying peyote, whom I believe you know, and she would like to join the
meeting. I imagine your steering committee would be there and then I am happy
to moderate. Perhaps Carlos and I can work up an agenda together?
Let’s find a time for this the second or third week of September.
Thank you so much!
Miriam Volat
(August 25th ) Carlos
“Dear Miriam,
On behalf of the Decriminalize Nature Board of Directors:
We are pleased and honored to have discourse with the representatives of the
National Council of Native American Churches (NCNAC) and the
Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative (IPCI) regarding Peyote and the use
of the word in the decriminalization of sacred plants and fungi. Our
organization, Decriminalize Nature, has become a national leader in the effort
to honor and advance the cause of equitable access to education and practice
of healing from sacred plants. As such, we honor the voices and concerns of
the original people of these lands, and respect the long-standing relationship
that the Native American community has had with Peyote.
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We look forward to our call so we can expand our understanding of the issues
and ensure we incorporate the position of NCNAC and IPCI into the national
sacred plant movement. Immediately, we will share with our partners,
activists, and sister organizations the position that they should not
mention Peyote or the NAC in any resolutions moving forward in other cities.
Please let us know some days and times that work for the Zoom call. DN board
understands the need for, and is comfortable with, a call after work hours.
We look forward to continued discussion and collaboration.
Carlos, Chair
Decriminalize Nature”
(August 31st) Carlos email
“Hi Miriam, following up on this email as I’ve not seen a response on dates
yet.”
(Sept 1st) Miriam:
Greetings Carlos!
Thank you so so much for this. It was an incredible and heart warming email
to receive. Our Board has a meeting on the evening of the 5th and we will
narrow down possible dates. We hope for a wednesday or thursday late
afternoon/evening in mid-september.
I’ll circle back immediately on those dates and in the meantime, if there is a
day you all know will work best for you. If you let me know by the 5th I can
bring that to our meeting.
Thank you again so very much!!
Miriam
(Sept 1) Carlos:
Miriam, I’m glad our email was well-received. We look forward to building on
our email conversations toward greater alignment and alliance.
We have a board meeting on 9/11/19 from 5:30 to 7 PM, so perhaps we can do
the call at 7 PM PST after the board meeting, or even start with the call at 5:30
PM PST and then flow into our board meeting? So, this is a good day for us but
we’re also open to other evenings.
Thank you
(Sept 2) Miriam:
Thanks Carlos,
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I’ll propose it and be in touch.
Thank you!
Miriam
(Sept 6th) Carlos asks to clarify if the ICPI is requesting for a formal written statement.
No response
“Dawn and Miriam, I am responding to this thread to align us prior to the
call. I understand from Dawn Davis that there was an expectation that
Decriminalize Nature would issue a formal written statement prior to our call.
I am responding to this thread and including all to clarify confusion. I do not
see a request below to provide a formal written statement prior to the call.
Perhaps I missed a different email? If I did, my sincere apologies. If you could
forward the request to me, I’m happy to confer with the board over the
weekend.
Nevertheless, on August 25th, at 9:16 AM, I issued a statement below on behalf
of the board of DN, and approved by the board. It is a formal written statement
and you are welcome to accept it as such. Of particular relevance, I believe, is
this statement, which we’ve honored and will continue to honor: “Immediately,
we will share with our partners, activists, and sister organizations the position
that they should not mention Peyote or the NAC in any resolutions moving
forward in other cities.”
Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to clarify any confusion on
our end.
Carlos
(Sept 11th) Steve Moore:
“Carlos and all - Miriam is in the midst of a family medical emergency this
week. She sends her apologies. We’ll need to reset our call. Would the evening
of September 19th work? Thanks for your understanding.”
(Sept 12th): Carlos
Steve, at this point, we’re all good on this end for Thursday 19th from 4-6:20
and we’re just waiting for confirmation on your end.
Carlos
(Sept 12th) Steve Moore:
“I’ve not heard from Miriam but I believe we are all good to go on our end.
Steve
(Sept 12th) Carlos Second request by Carlos about formal statement, no response
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“So we’re set for Thursday 4pm? How long should it go? Do you need anything
else from us? Dawn has mentioned a formal statement from us but not sure
what this was referring to.”
(Sept 16th) Steve Moore:
“Carlos – I’ve checked with Miriam to confirm that yes we are on for the call
on Thursday at 4:00 pm. We’ll send a conference line in a day or so. thanks for
your patience.
Steve
(Sept 16th) Carlos
“Excellent. Thank you” END OF THREAD

Sept 19th
Meeting Reminder for Today: Conversation between DNO and
IPCI/National Council of Native American Churches
THREAD
Miriam (10am):
“Good Morning,
Thank you each again for making time to for a conversation between
Decriminalize Nature Oakland and the Indigenous Peyote Conservation
Initiative,
Below, please find the agenda and call-in information for our call this evening
as well as the statement from IPCI/NCNAC and DNO response.
Please be on-time for our call.
Please read through the Agenda and the Statements below, so we are each
prepared. Our call will be a full two-hours plus, but we have a lot to cover and
will need to stay with our times. Dawn Davis and Miriam Volat will support
with moderation and time-keeping.
The IPCI Website will be live in the next week or so - in the meantime here is a
link to a brief presentation of our work:
https://spark.adobe.com/page/hZKhkG81QP8Fc/
Here is a link to the DNO website:
https://decriminalizenature.org
Thank you very much!
Please feel free to text me with questions today at
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Miriam
For your reference:
Here is the email response from DNO from August 25th:
We are pleased and honored to have discourse with the representatives of the National
Council of Native American Churches (NCNAC) and the Indigenous Peyote Conservation
Initiative (IPCI) regarding Peyote and the use of the word in the decriminalization of
sacred plants and fungi. Our organization, Decriminalize Nature, has become a
national leader in the effort to honor and advance the cause of equitable access to
education and practice of healing from sacred plants. As such, we honor the voices and
concerns of the original people of these lands, and respect the long-standing
relationship that the Native American community has had with Peyote.
We look forward to our call so we can expand our understanding of the issues and
ensure we incorporate the position of NCNAC and IPCI into the national sacred plant
movement. Immediately, we will share with our partners, activists, and sister
organizations the position that they should not mention Peyote or the NAC in any
resolutions moving forward in other cities.
Here is the Statement from the NCNAC and IPCI BOD:

DN Statement Aug 19 and
Draft DNO_IPCI agenda3 document attached (agenda below)
Conversation between
Decriminalization Nature Oakland Board and the Indigenous Peyote
Conservation Initiative
and National Council of Native American Churches
Purpose:
- maintain respectful direct dialogue
- establish a clear position on peyote for future Decriminalize Nature efforts
- identify helpful next steps moving forward
Agenda
4pm pacific/6 central – 6:20pm pacific/8:20 central
4:00 Welcome and Conversation Intentions – Dawn Davis
Agenda and time-keeping – Miriam Volat
4:10 Introductions – DNO BOD, National Council and other IPCI Board
Members present
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1 minute each
4:30 Recognizing Respect for Indigenous Medicinal traditions/ceremonies in N.
America
Sharing from NC and NAC Members
Discussion
4:45 Decriminalize Nature Strategy and Intentions
Sharing from DNO Board
5:00 Sharing of Formal Statements
5:10 Legal Realities
5:20 Discussion about a constructive DNO position on peyote use
6:20 Adjourn
Participants (DN note: not all of the participants mentioned below attended the
meeting)
Dawn D. Davis: Indigenous Peyote Researcher, NAC member
Steven and Lucy Benally: President ABNDN, IPCI Board of Directors
Sandor Iron Rope: President NAC-SD, IPCI Board of Directors
Eugene Black Bear: Representative NAC-Oklahoma, IPCI Board of Directors
Andrew Tso: President NACNA, IPCI Board of Directors
Steve Moore: Native American Rights Fund, IPCI Board of Directors
Martin Terry: Ecologist, IPCI Board of Directors
Cody Swift: Riverstyx, IPCI Board of Directors
Miriam Volat: Riverstyx, IPCI Director
James Botsford: Legal Advisor
~
Carlos Plazola, DNO Board of Directors
Bob Otis, DNO Board of Directors
Nicolle Greenheart, DNO Board of Directors
Larry Norris, DNO Board of Directors
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Gary Kono, DNO Board of Directors
(September 19th) Larry resending along the agenda/staff report that mentions RFRA and
peyote sustainability that was included in with the Oakland resolution, but was not
previously read by any of the above attendees.
Hello everyone!
Thank you for the conversation today. I am attaching the resolution with the
agenda report to the email per our conversation.
Thank you
Larry
September 20th Dawn Davis
“Good Morning,
Thank you all, again, for taking the time last night to have our discussion. I
believe it pulled out some very difficult and urgent questions that needed to be
addressed. I look forward to continue working with everyone as we move
forward.
I also wanted to follow-up with Larry on the General Report? I still am not sure
if that is what it is called. If you could please forward that at your earliest
convenience, I would appreciate it.
Take care,
Dawn
September 20th Dawn
“As I sent the message, I just realized the AGENDA REPORT was attached to
that email. I think I overlooked it because it is titled "Decrim Resolution".
Oops.
:)
END OF THREAD

September 20th:
ALL DN Introduction emails now include the statement requesting removal of the word
peyote and reference to NAC… estimated that since this date over ~ 350+
introduction emails have been sent out with this statement:
We have been asked by the Native American Church to remove the reference to
peyote and the NAC from the resolution, so please make sure to focus on cacti
containing mescaline, but not mention peyote.
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September 26th
Mention the removal of peyote at our webinar with over 35 cities present
Carlos
“Larry, I’m guessing this is related to the Webinar at 4:30? Perhaps we just
share with her what is in the public statement we wrote about
removing Peyote from resolutions and also removing reference to NAC. I think
it might also be safe to say that we are in discussions about messaging about
the threatened status of Peyote as an organization?
C”
Larry
“yep she was on the call and we discussed the conversation of the removal
of peyote from the document as well as using the platform for education per
Miriam et al and talking about restoration projects. Hopefully I did ok!”

October 2019

October 15th – Oct 29th
Conversation between DNO and IPCI/National Council of
Native American Churches THREAD>>> Continuation of
September 19th THREAD>>
Miriam:
“Greetings DNO Board of Directors,
I wanted to followup with you as it has been 3 weeks since our call and let you
know our next steps. Thank you again for you time and attention and for sending
over more materials.
We are having a couple more followup discussions and then will send over a few
suggestions.
I’ll send an email in the next several days with those thoughts.
Hope you are each well,
Thank you,
Miriam
October 15th (10:15am) Larry
“Great thanks!
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I’m also wondering if you saw the new Oregon decriminalization ballot initiative
and your thoughts, they specifically mention peyote on page 10 #4-5
Link: http://oregonvotes.org/irr/2020/044text.pdf
Looking forward to chatting more!
Thanks,
Larry
October 29th Carlos mentions removing from Berkeley resolution
“Hi all, I just want to send you an update that we have asked all jurisdictions
working on passing decriminalize nature resolutions to remove reference
to Peyote and NAC from the resolutions. Recently we learned that Berkeley still
had the language in their version and we asked them to remove the language
again. We will raise this again when it comes to committee if it hasn’t been
removed, and you have my word that I will publicly request they remove the
language/words prior to passage. Feel free to pass this info along to anyone
who may be concerned about this.
Thank you
Carlos
October 29th Steve Moore
“Thank you, Carlos.
Steve
>>END THREAD

October 17th
The Haven in Oakland, home of DN hosts event hosted by SFPS on the peyote files
including Dawn Davis and Martin Terry

October 17th
Larry reviewed Port Townsend FAQ document for their website and asked to remove an
accidental mention of the word peyote

October 18th
Larry reviewed DN SF draft and asked them to remove any reference to peyote or NAC

October 22nd
Larry also emails Berkeley City Council sponsor to request the removal of peyote and
NAC from the resolution. This email request was shown to Miriam Volat
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November 2019
Nov 2nd
Carlos is on panel with Sandor at MAPS Austin conference. Carlos invites Sandor to
contact him directly with any concerns. That he and Sandor should have open line of
communication. Sandor agrees
December 2019
Larry notices peyote mentioned in Washington DC initiative and asks for its removal
“Hello!
Nice work, thanks for sending along. Two quick questions:
1. To clarify, the DC city council is not
in charge of where the budget goes in terms of city spending, therefore this
initiative/resolution cannot eliminate spending for enforcing these laws?
2. for this section:
"For purposes of this section, the term “entheogenic plant” means any plant or
fungus of any species in which there is naturally occurring any of the following
substances: ibogaine, dimethyltryptamine, mescaline, peyote, psilocybin or
psilocyn."
I am wondering if this may be more easily stated, more broadly understood, and
cover more areas if it is described as "tryptamines, phenethylamines, and
indoleamines, such as found in iboga, ayahuasca, etc." This covers thousands
of plants and plant combinations with this phrasing, and is more widely
recognized as the umbrella categories that house entheogenic plants and fungi,
such as described in Shulgin's TIHKAL and PIHKAL. Tryptamines include
ibogaine,
psilocybin,
psilocyn,
DMT,
and
5meo-DMT;
and
phenethylamines cover mescaline and others.
Also, I noticed peyote is mentioned in the section. Outside of peyote being a
plant itself and not a substance, we have been asked by the Native American
Church Council to remove the word peyote from the resolution. For all intents
and purposes cacti containing mescaline covers peyote without explicitly stating
and bringing the criticism of independent activists and the NAC Council to the
proposal. DN is now going on close to 6 months of smearing by some
independent activists (Dawn Davies) in conferences they speak at and on social
media, because we mentioned the word peyote once in the DN/O resolution in
relation to the NAC sacrament and RFRA. This is something you may want to
avoid. They are concerned the citizens of DC (Oakland) are going to go to Texas
to harvest peyote and bring back to DC (despite the resolution encouraging
home cultivation, and not harvesting in Texas, sales, or trafficking across state
lines). Peyote has sustainability issues from harvesting for 1/4 million NAC
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members at least once a year for ceremony (~ if 5-10 buttons each minimum =
> 1- 2.5 million+ buttons needed every year for just 1 ceremony each), as well
as the agro-business and mining companies that are destroying the native land.
We crafted the original resolution to increase the places where peyote can be
grown and therefore help protect the peyote from being endangered, but they do
not see it this way unfortunately.
Thank you!”
Bronner
“Hi Larry,
I agree re peyote and Joe let’s redraft without mentioning peyote. But I’m
hesitant leading with the chemical constituents first vs the plants, and think
leading with the plants keeps the emphasis more where we want politically.
Take care,
David
Larry
“ok sounds good...
for reference, the items named are all chemical constituents as well, the plants
they are in are in parenthesis: ibogaine (iboga, star jasmine),
dimethyltryptamine (ayahuasca, toad/5meo plants, phalaris grass/acacia etc.
~70 possibilities of plants) mescaline (san pedro, peyote), psilocybin or
psilocyn (mushrooms)
>>END THREAD

December 11th
Carlos
“To reiterate an important point Larry made last night that is core to DN
identity that I’m not sure landed: When we consider indigenous practice, we’re
talking all indigenous practice including the various tribes and clans of the
planet, including the fair skin tribes of the Celtic, Germanic, indo-european,
Siberian, African continent, southern hemisphere, etc. Just want to make sure
we don’t get stuck in colonialist way of thinking of indigenous only as the
America’s indigenous and exclude all the beautiful tribes of the earth, including
the light and dark skinned tribes and all in between. Our legitimacy comes from
the freedom of thought, untangled from colonialist thought, that emerges from
plant healing. We are about all the people of this planet, all life on this planet,
across all times and spaces. We are a movement in favor of the propagation of
life and its beauty.”
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January 2020
January 7th.
DN Activists in Oregon reach out to DATRA and Drug Policy Action to request the
removal of the word peyote from pages 10-11 of Oregon IP-44. No action taken

February 2020
February 7th
Larry interview with Fortune and asks to review. The copy sent had the word peyote and
Larry successfully requested its removal from publication and replaced with cacti

February 12th
DN scheduled meeting with Vermont State Representative who crafted legislation
independently from DN and included the word peyote. We let him know of the IPCI
request during the meeting to remove the words Peyote

February 20th
Chicago City Council Staff contacts DN about upcoming LA times article and reiterates
their Jan 17th statement that they are removing peyote from the resolution per DN’s
request

March 2020
March 6-8th
Reporter Louis Sahagun from LA Times contacts DN for an interview about peyote
Carlos review
“My sense, based on three conversations with the reporter is that he seeks to
create controversy to write his stories and he also enters the conversation with
white guilt and a certain romanticizing of the indigenous community so he’s
going to be the “Tom Cruise” superhero who comes in to protect the poor POCs
from the evil white psychedelic movement. He also talks far more than he listens
which is odd for a reporter.
Does any of this matter? Only in so far as the intention of misrepresenting us.
We’ve been humble and fair in our relationships with the NAC and we’ve walked
the good path in our efforts.
All this said, my only concern is that we keep a strong alliance with the NAC
because this is important for alliance building. We have enough work to do to
bring love and compassion into a fearful world to be wasting time tangling with
our natural allies. But I think it behooves us to work through the relationship
with the NAC, hence my bringing in the board, Angelica, and Susana because
this is about Peyote and Peyote is not my expertise nor my spirit plant. So, I
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defer to the board, Susana, and Angelica on advising us all on how to engage
with NAC.
Angelica said she knows Sandor and others so this is good.
C

March 6th
Carlos thread to ICPI about LA Times journalist
From: Carlos Plazola
Sent: Friday, March 6, 2020 5:09 PM
To: Sandor Ironrope; Steve Moore; Dawn D. Davis; Angelica Valadez ; Susana Valadez
Cc: Larry Norris
Dr. Brett Jones
Rebecca Thieneman
Subject: Solidarity
Friends,
I’ve been receiving calls (three) from Louis Sahagan from the LA Times who
informs me that he has been speaking to some of you, and mentioned only
Dawn Davis by name. His questions seem very divisive, challenging Decrim
Nature on issues which I understood we had all resolved months ago about
removing reference to Peyote and the Native American Church in any Decrim
Nature resolutions or initiatives moving forward in other cities. I tried to
explain to him that we had already had a number of conversations with NAC
reps and had reached resolution on the issue of use of the word Peyote in
future language (that we would push for their removal, which we have).
Nevertheless, he persisted in saying things such as “a lot of people in the
Native American community are very upset with you guys for using the
word Peyote”, and again I explained we’d already worked through it, but
encouraged him to have whomever was concerned to call us since we had a
good working relationship and didn’t really need reporters to act as gobetweens.
He called me back a week later and said that “members of the NAC want you
to remove any reference to Peyote on your website and all your literature” to
which I informed him that we had agreed to work with NAC, upon NACs
request, to utilize DNs platform to educate people about Peyote sustainability
issues, and also that members on our board have their own relationship
with Peyote and that if there is going to be discussion about us removing all
images of Peyote from our website and our literature, then it would happen in
conversation between the Wixarika reps on our board and the NAC since they
have a long standing and positive working relationship. He did not seem to like
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this answer and became agitated. I told him that we had a good working
relationship with Dawn and that I thought Dawn and Angelica knew each
other and could simply talk to one another and the DN board would do
whatever Angelica/Susana and the NAC advised us to do, but that we had to
respect everyone’s relationship with Peyote.
He was not happy with my responses and my read was that he was going to do
some kind of hit piece on DN. I informed him I couldn’t control what he did
but that in the end, our working relationship with NAC was such that we would
speak with NAC reps directly.
Is a call between us all warranted?
Thank you.
Carlos
Susana
“There's a saying in Spanish, "hablando se entienden" in other words, speaking
about it brings understanding...may the medicine plants participate in the
dialogue, so that their messages be given a voice, and we are all able to reach
clarity of purpose as we proceed on a path to greater knowledge that we
ourselves are paving step by step. Let our voices join together in harmonic
resonance, rather than be erased by static jibberish that accomplishes nothing
but setbacks. So yes, we need to talk, to honor the voices of the plants and
liberate them from those would impede those messages to reach the far corners
of the earth, as it was meant to be...
I will write more tomorrow to make a plan. Blessings a d gratitude to all, Susana
March 9th Sandor Iron Rope
“Dear Carlos,
I’m glad to hear you feel we have a good working relationship, and thank you
for the efforts you have made to honor the indigenous request around respect
for our medicine and our way of life here in the United States.
It is true that we met last September and that we submitted a formal statement
with our request, however we did not ever receive any kind of formal
communication back in the form of a response from your board to our
statement.
We thus assumed you were likely making these requests to not
include peyote in some of the new initiatives, but we truly did not know if you
had heard the essence of our message about indigenous conservation or if you
had an organizational commitment in response to our requests.
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When we looked at Decrim websites and posts we often saw pictures
of peyote and things like the below (copied from oakland’s site today) or even
more prominently displayed images and we heard mixed things about the
Decrim conversations about peyote from facebook, individuals etc.. It is hard
to discern what is true. You can see how this would lead us to confusion and
that the Decrim movement might not be in support of indigenous conservation
concerns.
Again, it is great that you see our relationship to be good and perhaps your
organization is still wanting to release a statement and we could help you
with that. Direct communication and an on going dialogue can help prevent
misunderstandings.

Cacti
Honored as sacred plants for thousands of years throughout the Americas
Central to traditional religious and healing practices
Considered a sacrament in the Native American Church
Beneficial for the treatment of alcoholism
Cordially,
S. Iron Rope
NACSD President/IPCI BOD
(March 9th) Carlos addresses timelines and lack of follow up by ICPI/Miriam Volat
“Sandor:
Thank you for your email. Attached please find three emails which represented
Decriminalize Nature’s formal board response to the letter we received by
IPCI and NCNAC. The last one attached, dated September 6, 2019, 8:17 AM
included a request for clarification from Miriam, as a rep of NAC at the
time, to clarify if something more formal was requested. I never received a
response to this email, so we assumed NAC had received what it requested
from DN.
We have stayed consistent and committed to our position of strongly
encouraging all cities following the DN path to remove Peyote and NAC from
their resolutions, and I believe all of them have respected this. If you are
aware of any that have not, please bring it to our attention and we will happily
follow up with them and encourage them to remove the language. Our
commitment to honor our agreement with NAC remains in place.
With respect to removing the images of Peyote from our website, I have never
heard this request before. If NAC made this request and I missed it, please
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resend the request. If NAC is asking that we remove all references to peyote on
our website, we will need to discuss it as a board.
I look forward to open and respectful dialogue with each other on this and any
other matters that may arise. I’m confident that in the future, when we have
issues to work through together, we can discuss them directly and not allow
the press to be divisive as I think, in the end, we are natural allies working
toward the same common goals.

Respectfully,
Carlos Plazola, Chair
Decriminalize Nature National Board
Miriam
Thank you each for the conversation and some good next steps.
Sorry I had to jump off - we’ve been having a oil company on our conservation
site down in the gardens, I’ve been dealing with this week.
Good to meet those of you I havnt met before.
Till next week!
Miriam
Carlos outlines agreements:
“Thank you, all.
I understand that we agreed to the following:
In the next few days, NAC will send us a summary of protocols for effective
communication and collaboration, at which time we will review and respond
with either acceptance or edits.
Soon thereafter, we will all get on a zoom call to connect and discuss issues.
In the future, should issues arise, we will figure out two contact people
responsible for speaking to each other to ensure we have effective flow of
communication, accountability, and collaboration.
Did I miss anything or get anything wrong? If so, please correct. If no response,
I’ll assume agreement by the non-responders
Love to each of you beautiful humans.
C
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Susana Valadez:
Hi All,
Thanks for the great meeting of minds and opening up channels of
communication to bring voice to all concerns. I am confidant that we will
ultimately resolve all the issues once everyone expresses their points of view and
the dialogue is continued via Zoom conferences. It was great looking into your
eyes and speaking to your hearts, rather than reading your words only in
emails. So let's continue keeping each other in the loop, up close and personal,
with meetings in cyberspace.
I am going to put some serious thought into the protocols for us all to consider
in order to support the best approaches for our common need for clarity of
purpose. This will help keep things moving forward in a timely manner....time
to act before our efforts to propagate an endangered sacred plant species, and
to support their human caretakers in the process, before it's too little too late.
I remain in solidarity with you all and have faith that together we will find the
best way to chart the best course for the future. With appreciation, Susana
Bronner:
“Yes wow thank you all... I think most importantly everyone felt each other’s
deep sincerity, love and commitment to our sacred cause, and willingness to
listen and hear each other. In addition to the all important process of
facilitating better ongoing dialog, my understanding is that the next NAC
communication will also offer substantive draft language for DN consideration
to post on their website and distribute through the DN networks,
regarding peyote and the indigenous experience and perspective in North
America. Carlos conveyed he was down to promote this understanding,
although there may be a process of back and forth, and I think this action
alongside ongoing dialog will build the deep solidarity and trust we all want.
This also brought up tangentially the sustainability and cultural issues around
iboga and ayahuasca that DN could also be a platform for, and recommend our
incredible allies at ICEERS as resources, and can set up an introduction on that
front as well. https://www.iceers.org I’ll send separately a great overview on iboga
issues I haven’t read through yet I recently got from ICEERS
Big love and gratitude,
David
Carlos
“Agree. DN will ask Susana and Angelica to assist with content
around Peyote for our website.
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Miriam
Good Morning!
thank you again, and thank you Carlos for sending what we agreed to! see a
few notes on this below
I understand that we agreed to the following:

In the next few days, NAC will send us a summary of protocols for
effective communication and collaboration, at which time we will
review and respond with either acceptance or edits. - This could be
more than a few days, more like a week or 10 days, these are
representative organizations so it is a process to develop and
share concensed upon material/communications - thank you for
patience! National Council members may also be sharing some
clarifying information and questions for you to deepen
understanding.
Soon thereafter, we will all get on a zoom call to connect and discuss
issues. - yes! I would imagine this would be either with the National
Council members or some of them plus an
indigenous ‘communications’ person
In the future, should issues arise, we will figure out two contact people responsible for
speaking to each other to ensure we have effective flow of communication,
accountability, and collaboration. - yes! on our part, this might be two folks;
someone in a staff role and a board rep.

A few things that were very helpful I will be sharing:
- the efforts that have been made regarding ordinance language have been
consistent since last september's call and the good faith and follow-through
that happened there, inclusion of language in some of the ordinances was
not supported by DN BOD
- the intention to respect native concern and strategy around conservation
and methods of regulation for their way of life/medicine (please confirm I
can share this)
- NAC/ABNDN leadership can expect a response and follow-up conversation
with DN regarding the forthcoming communication
- concern that media/reporters don’t necessarily represent peoples agendas
and comments accurately
is there anything else you would like me to share at this time?
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thank you again,
Miriam
Carlos:
Thank you, Miriam. This all sounds good.
On a related matter, Dawn Davis is sending messages to Decrim Nature groups
(as recently as last night) around the US, apparently speaking on behalf of
NAC asking our affiliates groups directly to withhold mention of Peyote and
NAC. While she certainly has the right to address whomever she wants to, on
behalf of whomever she feels compelled to, it is not an act that furthers the
intention of collaboration. In the past, Dawn has told us she does not speak
on behalf of NAC and is acting as an individual. If you are speaking and/or
working with Dawn, it would be good to gain clarity of her intention, and if
she is, in fact, acting on behalf of NAC, to have her join this process we’re
creating.
In the past, I’ve spent time talking to Dawn and trying to establish
camaraderie, at one point spending an hour on the phone with her mostly
listening to understand her perspective. Nevertheless, I don’t get the feeling
she sees me as an ally, though I don’t think I’ve given her cause to perceive
me as anything but an ally.
If there is anything any of you can do to help build camaraderie, I think this
is good.

March 12th
Athonia check in about peyote showing up on the Santa Cruz resolution
Larry
“Hello Athonia!
I hope you are doing well! Quick question, we received word recently from the
NAC who are concerned and upset that peyote and the NAC reference made it
into the Santa Cruz resolution. I was not aware that this made it into the final
draft. I know we had been chatting about removing these references since July
of last year. Do you know why the resolution ended up including the reference
to peyote and the NAC?
Thank you for your help clarifying,
Larry
Athonia
“Hi Larry
No, I'm not sure why. This is news to me.
The team and I continuously urged that mention of peyote be excluded. We expressed
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that to the mayor directly. I'm not sure how it got in.
Damn. That sucks.
--Athonia
Athonia
“It mentions peyote only in one place that I see:
"WHEREAS, the psychoactive plant Entheogenic Plant practices of certain
groups are already explicitly protected in the U.S. under the doctrine of religious
freedom, including the Native American Church’s use of peyote and the use of
ayahuasca by two other churches, a Santo Daime congregation and the Uniao
do Vegetal"
…but nowhere else right?
Larry
“yes this is the only mention of peyote we had in the resolution and the one they
wanted removed
This thread about the clerical error by Santa Cruz was sent to Miriam Volat to review

March 12th 4:30pm
David Bronner organizes zoom meeting with Susana Valadez, Les Szabo, Miriam Volat,
Carlos Plazola, David Bronner to discuss Decrim Nature Call re Peyote and IPCI

March 12th
Dawn Davis reposts the ICPI statement from August 2019 as if it was a new request on
her own blog site: Journal of Native Sciences. This document was reposted, edited from
its original form, with a few different signatories. This edited version was not sent to the
DN BOD, but Dawn took it upon herself to personally send this out to local DN groups
without notifying the DN board. Dawn Davis did not sign the first ICPI document in
2019, but signed her name to this one in March 2020.

March 15th
Carlos thread on Dawn and responsibilities
“From: Carlos Plazola
Sent: Sunday, March 15, 2020 9:36 AM
To: David Bronner; Miriam Volat; Les Szabo
Subject: FW: Decrim Nature presentation at CIIS May 2, afternoon
David, Miriam, and Les: I’d like to share this summary below as I think it depicts
well the intention of DN’s Oakland Community Healing Initiative. Most
importantly for our conversation, at this moment, I’m concerned about how the
relationship is emerging between DN and NAC, with NAC seeming to see DN as
an adversary (most recently displayed by Dawn Davis’ going around DN
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leadership to advocate directly to the member cities of DN, which while her
right, is not an act of solidarity). DN will continue to grow its base in urban
communities because our model of healing will resonate. It’s in the interest of
all exploited people (indigenous, Chicano, immigrant, black, etc.) and the
people who care about them, to join arms in unity, and for the leaders and reps
of those groups to do all they can to encourage this unity. Too much is at stake.
Thank
Carlos

you

Miriam
“Good Afternoon and happy Sunday,
I hope each of you is enjoying this brisk early spring - when it rains at night and
the sun shines in the day it is certainly a blessing.
thank you, again, each for sharing your thoughts.
I too loved reading your class description Carlos - super awesome and well
worded!! We have much in common in our understanding of the world for sure!
a few updates and thoughts and timely questions
- Carlos, can you clarify what Dawn sharing the statement is not an act of
solidarity? Im not quite following this. Dawn, as a peyote researcher, helped
with the statement from that perspective. Has she been saying negative things
about DN efforts when sharing the statement? I am not aware of this and can
followup.
- IPCI will have a call to approve our ‘communication agreement’ with DNO
Wednesday, this includes a statement from NAC/ABNDN for your use - we’re
almost there!!!. We’ll also be agreeing on our communication point
people/committee, then we’ll check to make sure NC members like our plan and
then be in touch - hopefully by Thursday end of day. We are trying hard to have
a good/thorough internal process, honor the timeliness of things while not
distracting our leadership from their core conservation efforts which are quite
intense right now. Thanks again for recognizing that it takes time to balance all
these things and we are trying not to skip steps while keeping things moving.
Carlos - please let me know if this timeframe causes you trouble in anyway!! I
can try to move it forward to Tuesday if you think that would support your efforts
in some way. thoughts?
- I think the thoughts David shared here are very important. There are many
efforts and parts of different movements flowering, overlapping and emerging
at this time. There really isn’t just one way or one organization that can hold all
of it, nor likely should there be. I think it is very important to all be tracking
what is happening, support the different synergistic efforts (spreading at the
speed of mycelium for sure!) and give feedback (as we are doing with each
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other), learn from each other to find alignment and understand differences and
different needs, pieces can be held by different organizations (hopefully the most
appropriate one in the moment) and it is also important for us all to recognize
the unique seat/niche or voice we hold and honor that, and honor that this can
change over time. It is important at this delicate time that we don’t think our
own platform is THE platform for ’THE movement’. I’m NOT saying DNO is
doing that, just following up on this thread.
|some context for why I share this: this week I have been interfacing with not
one, but several, other organizations who want to take point and ownership over
the voice of peyote conservation vs a vs all the cultural changes afoot - I think
this is maybe a human tendency - the way I am trying to navigate these desires,
in my role as Director of a Conservation organization, is to take guidance from
indigenous cultures about the importance in these moments of differing to the
elders, listening to the elders and looking for the way that voice can be
centralized in decision making. David, Les, Cody and I also support an
organization called UMIYAC, http://umiyac.org, another indigenous medicine
conservation organization - 5 tribes who have unified to protect the land and
future of Yahe (similar to ayauasca). Their methods and experience are of
course very different than those around peyote because the medicine and what
it needs to thrive is so different, for example they are engaged in indigenous
directed qualitative research, partnering with western psychotherapists, on the
efficacy of Yehe ceremony and how to do appropriate exchange with the broader
culture that also supports their efforts to protect their lands from oil companies
and ignite community health efforts that have easy access to ceremony with
deeply trained elders. They are exploring how to share appropriate ceremony
models with other cultures on their own terms, as they know it is important for
humanity. They are extremely agile, innovative and moving in to a future in
conjunction with their plant medicine - and they do this through complete
guidance with their elders (who of course are trained to engage with the
medicine as their elder). My point in sharing this, is that I think with peyote it is
equally important to just listen to the bonafide elders we have left about how to
talk about the medicine, and so I ask - How can it be their voice? not a particular
organization’s voice that we all support being heard? If we think of these
traditional elders as our elders and support their voices - I believe we can trust
them and that this will lead to best outcomes - anyways - I thought I would share
with you what I am trying to do in my support of peyote conservation to the best
of my ability. After all - it is the broken connection to our elders (human and
otherwise) that is one of the key underlying causes of the state of the world you,
Carlos, so eloquently described in your course syllabus.|
Thank you again for engaging in conversation and sharing!
I’m home all week - due to our coronavirus enforced sabbath - and happy to
keep engaging!
thank you,
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Miriam
One other thing as a thought I am home this week because I am not in Geneva at the UNWIPO indigenous
forum.
I don’t know if you are following this level of activity, but it is very interesting,
many folks are working hard to work out best practices that honor all, honor
human rights and honor diversity, including on traditional plant medicines at
the UN Level.
We have been using some of the UN material as guidance and are engaging and
informing at that level on 3 WIPO issues:
- traditional knowledge
- cultural expression
- genetic resources and associated knowledge and plant materials
Here is the UN Resolution and then much of the WIPO work builds on this but
with the details being teased out using the (perhaps unfortunately still needed)
intellectual property rights frame.
Carlos
“Miriam, I will hone in on the question of Dawn and then return to the rest of
the email a bit later as I need to run for a moment.
In simple form, Dawn going to our member orgs to advocate what we’re
discussing at a national level with NAC is equivalent to me or Larry going to
tribal leaders throughout the US directly and doing an end-run around the NAC.
In fact, I know people active in their tribes, but I’m not calling them to advocate
because I am respecting the leadership of the NAC. If we all start engaging in
this kind of behavior, then camaraderie quickly breaks down and replaced with
machiavellianism. I spent ten years engaging in these types of tactics in bareknuckle-brawl politics in Oakland so I know how to play that game, and I know
what it looks like, but I prefer to work under a code of honor, as I think it is
healthier for us all.
C
Carlos
“In response:
DN (there is no DNO) will continue to advocate on behalf of its own model in Oakland,
as a model in full pursuit of inclusivity. You all are welcome to speak about your own
models as you’d like and speak about our model as you see fit.
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NAC and DN can work in collaboration, or not. We all know what honorable tactics
look like and feel like (I hope), so let’s not disrespect anyone’s intelligence here. At this
point, some folks in affiliation with NAC have not shown honorable tactics, so the ball
is in NACs’ court. I look forward to reviewing what NAC proposes in terms of
collaboration to see if some of the recent tactics are addressed and better approaches
suggested to enable a more aligned working relationship. I will continue to encourage
a positive working relationship as too much is at stake. But we can’t control what’s not
in our control and mutual respect and honor is a requirement.

Right on.
Have a great day.
C
Carlos
“I will encourage us all to step away from this conversation for a few days. The
recent emails and posts by Belinda and Dawn have not engendered warm and
fuzzy, so best to create some distance on this issue for a bit.
Thank you for understanding.
As a DN board we will confer and discuss in the coming days and we will look
forward to NACs suggestions for righting the course of our relationship.
Best
Miriam
“Well - I’ll work to get formal communications pieces going asap! Clearly that
will be helpful! I’m getting lots of feedback and trying to collate as we email.
I think you know this - but Dawn is not on our Board - sounds like it is about her
going specifically to member orgs as you would like to wait till the
communication agreements are further along with NAC/ABNDN leadership that
is the issue - not her sharing the statement in other pubs and such? is this
correct? or do you have a broader concern? I am happy to help with this! FYI we do have other organizations wanting to share these statements (I am going
to need to get a communications person!!!)
also - do you have a description somewhere of org relationships in decrim
world? I am not at all up to speed on what a member org is vs other orgs doing
decrim work , or if they are all under one umbrella of DN. this would clearly be
helpful to understand!! I tried to look at website, but didn’t get a sense from
there - I’ll look around a little more.
thank you!
Miriam
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March 20th
Checking in >>>THREAD
Carlos
Thank you, David. I think the core of the challenges between us and NAC is that
DN is the first organization in the “consciousness healing” space to emerge
from a civil rights/social justice movement and the people repping NAC don’t
know how to deal with this as traditional approaches of engaging with whiteled organizations don’t apply here. The two sponsoring councilmembers of DN
and OCHI are people of color (a black man, and a latino/yaqui Indian who reps
an Asian/latino immigrant district) and are fully focused on healing the
marginalized communities. I’m a Chicano/latino and come from organizing in
these communities too. Dr Brett from our board is a black man. Our base in
Oakland is increasingly POCs. I’m happy to support them in shifting their
framework in how they engage with us, but we certainly won’t be apologizing.
I’m not talking about issues here. I’m talking about process. Issues can all be
easily worked out with good, honorable, and respectful process.
Here’s some helpful reading materials for folks in the traditional psychedelic
movement who may wish to understand the difference from our emergence as
DN (analogous to the Environmental Justice movement in the 1980s) relative to
the psychedelic movement of today (analogous to the environmentalism
movement of the 80s).
EJ history; good one
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282660631_History_of_the_Environ
mental_Justice_Movement
Good book on social justice bumping heads with Environmentalism
https://theavarnagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/EnvironmentalJustice-and-Environmentalism-The-Social-Justice-Challenge-to-theEnvironmental-Movement-Ronald-Sandler-and-Phaedra-C.-Pezzullo.pdf
Peace and good health to you and your loved ones, brother.
C
Carlos:
I realized last night I forgot to mention one other element here and I want to be
respectful. I understand there is a very deep relationship between the NAC
and peyote. We have been, and will continue to, honor that relationship though
we may not understand its full depth. We will continue to engage with respect
and honor, though we will stand our ground against being bullied.
DN’s perspective, however, is global. We recognize the human relationship with
nature as sacred. All humans. Even the lost and misguided ones. We recognize
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the role of our indigenous communities as teachers, particularly when they
represent the loving spirit of nature and seek to teach rather then control. But
we will be patient and forgiving of the trauma of others and what they’ve
endured. We recognize the relationships between many indigenous communities
and nature, and the wisdom that flows from this relationship as an opportunity
to learn. Angelica and Susana are on our board to teach us what the
original peyote people have learned from their connection with the plant, and
the plants connection with the planet. We will not allow this voice to be silenced
in order to allow another to be heard as the only voice. Instead, we will seek
the path that enables both voices to emerge as legitimate. While the abuse of the
US government toward the indigenous communities of the northern lands has
been and continues to be very real, and traumatic, this abuse must not define
our relationship with nature. The Wixarika and the NAC, in loving discourse
with each other, have much to teach DN about how social justice can express
itself in protection of the consciousness healing of the indigenous communities
of the world—both those who retain their original connection, and those who
fight against abuse, to get it back. We honor both for each of their wisdom.
C

March 18th
Question regarding DN structure
Miriam
“Greetings
I am still working on collecting NC/IPCI suggestions/thoughts for DN and there is some
questions about the DN structure now. (Larry comment on timeline… this email was sent
6 days after Dawn reposted a revised version of their letter on a website she runs, and
didn’t say anything and started spreading the letter around through her website as if it
was just published.)
I think when we met in September it was with DNO Board and now things have morphed
and folks are wondering what DN role with other efforts are. To clarify - there is a lot of
confusion about relationship to other full Decrim efforts and other Psychedelic efforts
and organizations - so something super specific about your organization to clarify some
of that would be helpful and I think dispel confusion. I do not feel capable of giving a
proper answer
Thank you!
Miriam
Carlos:
“Miriam, it's very much, as I understand it, similar to the role of NAC relative
to the tribal councils. All retain their autonomy and have affiliations with NAC
as affiliated tribes? If I'm wrong about this, I apologize. There is no mal-intent.
Our local groups recognize DNs national role and so far have honored our
role in supporting them and representing them nationally but they too have
local autonomy.
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The more important matter that I want to express clearly is that I'm confident
everyone involved knew that the NAC and DN were in sincere good-faith
dialogue together on these matters, and that some folks made the intentional
choice to go around this venue and, as a result, they put these good faith
discussions at risk. I don't want to pretend that any of us are naïve about this.
If folks want to build positive relationships with DN and continue in
constructive discourse, then we must honor the process and not insult each
other's intelligence by suggesting that they didn't know we were in good-faith
discourse on these matters. If it was believed that DN violated the trust of NAC
somewhere along the line, then the next course of action, if we're in good-faith
discussions, would have been to discuss this together and allow correction or
reconciliation of misunderstandings.
I want to reiterate that we're natural allies, and I'm optimistic we can
reconcile this, but this also requires fair play on everyone's part.
Carlos
Carlos:
Excerpt from article on Bia Labate's Chacruna mailer below. I believe this, and
Dawn's campaign to rile people up within our local groups, is self-serving and
intended to get turnout for, or amplification at, their conference (which ended
up being cancelled by Coronavirus anyway; evidence that the ends never justify
the means as we can never know the ends so the means are all we have. May we
honor the means (processes) which we engage in.
“In addition, the Decriminalize Nature Oakland campaign has received some
criticisms from Native Americans concerned that, by decriminalizing all
entheogens, the initiative may incentivize people to harvest peyote in the wild.
The exact status of the peyote population is not known, but it is believed to be
threatened in its natural habitat and is listed as “vulnerable” by the US Fish
and Wildlife Service. It would certainly not be legal to drive from Oakland to
Texas to harvest and bring back peyote. The possession of any of these
substances that are decriminalized outside of Denver, Oakland or Santa Cruz is
illegal under all applicable local, state, and federal laws outside of the
decriminalized cities.”
Miriam
“Ok thanks Carlos,
Sounds like DN at this time is much less formal than how the NACs/ABNDN
works
NAC’s are Churches under Federal distinction as such, created in 1918 to
protect the existing fireplaces - The Presidents of these Church organizations
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are voted in by members, along with other Officers, to represent all members
and formally affiliated with many many chapters which also have voted in
members. the Presidents of the largest organizations work together to
represent all members on National issues through a consensus/voting and
discussion approval process by delegates and chapter/smaller church leaders
(with different titles) - so imagine 300,000 people+ actively engaged in the
details of decision making. There are similar but distinct missions and bylaws
in the different organizations that make up the National organization, happy to
share more about their structure if helpful.
As to the other matter we’ll include thoughts when we respond formally as
soon as I can weave all the voices together and I can really think about what
you are saying here, as I think there are several threads and I have to be in
more meetings shortly.
till soon,
thanks,
Miriam
Carlos:
“Right on. Hopefully you didn't miss the point about honoring good faith efforts
and not doing end runs around us with our local groups. Relationships are two
way streets and we have yet to receive any words of remorse from NAC for the
activities of Dawn. I won't hold my breath.
Miriam
“Hey Carlos,
let me keep working on this document (amidst many other things so I’m sorry
not moving faster) and then sounds like another conversation would be good!
and YES! may we honor the processes!!
thank you
Miriam
Miriam:
“Hi Carlos and Larry,
Can you let me know the DN board list/emails I should send email from
ipci/NC to?
Thank you!
Miriam
Carlos:
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“You can send to me and Larry. We’ll make sure they get it
Miriam (Mar 21)
Carlos and Larry, I’m thinking good to schedule the call with you all soonish.
We (IPCI) are getting communications from a lot of folks right now, mostly
general from our website and online presentations, but also some from city DN
groups.
Hope you are each staying well and enjoying ‘staycation’ as much as you can
Miriam
Carlos (march 21):
“Hi Miriam, I think it’s best we all just take a deep breath and move at our own
pace when ready to proceed with good feelings and good intentions. If you all
are getting a bunch of calls because you all chose to do a campaign, then it is
what it is. That was your decision to make. As for how you handle those calls, I
request you all handle the calls and inquiries with the DN groups with loving
compassion, and with grace in a way that builds solidarity between us. But this
is your call.
We’ll get back to you all when we feel it is the appropriate time.
Carlos
Miriam (march 23)
Ok Carlos,
taking a breath is always so good!
ok, we’ll wait to hear from you and DN Board.
thanks,
Miriam

March 20th
IPCI and DN coordination - draft new statement and next
steps
Miriam
“Dear Decriminalize Nature Board of Directors,
Thank you for engaging in the continuation of the conversation we began in
September 2019 about the inclusion of peyote in Decrim.-Nature efforts and
your commitment to including the Indigenous perspective and concerns
of peyote peoples of the United States in your decision-making.
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We are including a statement for your use that is an updated version of the one
we shared with you last year, and some comments, suggestions for how to
communicate going forward, including a request for an in-person (will have to
be by Zoom/Video Conference) meeting soon to discuss directly.
Communications:
At this time we will have two of the Board of Directors who are also members
of the National Council of Native American Churches, and
a native Peyote Researcher, be our Communication point people.
Sandor Iron Rope, Oglala Lakota, President Native American Church of
South Dakota, Board of Directors Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative
Steven Benally, Dine, President of Azee Bee Nagaha of Dine Nation, Board
of Directors Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative
Dawn Davis, Shoshone-Bannock, University of Idaho.
They will be joined by our IPCI Board Legal Council and IPCI Interim
Executive Director
Steven Moore, Senior Attorney Native American Rights Fund
Miriam Volat, IPCI Executive Director and ecologist
We would like to recommend a meeting this coming week in the late afternoon
of Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. Please let us know some best times for
you.
Of course, an in person meeting would be ideal, but under the constraints of
the times we suggest a video call using Zoom or other platform.
Suggestions for communications going forward:
We suggest that you can use the attached statement in regards to your
position on inclusion of peyote in your efforts. It is updated from the
statement we shared in September of 2019 for your use. It would be helpful
to know how you plan to disseminate it so we can provide support.
We are happy to serve as a source of further education and information for
individual efforts or individual people seeking to understand the bonafide
Indigenous view and and understand the history and current reasons for
requests to respect of Indigenous land and medicine sovereignty.
If the DN Board has questions about any details related to peyote and how it is
addressed in their efforts we are happy to discuss with our Communications
team listed above via email, phone, video, or in-person should the times allow.
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Under no circumstances should DN say they have the support of the NC or
IPCI or NAC/ABNDN for anything other than agreed upon in a formal
document. (DN note: This has never happened)
We be clear, in writing, on what agreements we have to each other.
We are happy to share and exchange with DN Board, Advisory, and any local
related effort that reaches out to us. We will always maintain the same
message/information with any organization whether affiliated with the DN
Board or not.
It would be constructive in our face-to-face meeting to share some underlying
beliefs and understandings so we may find our common ground, points of
agreement and understand where we might not be in alignment ie not agree.
Reflections on the last eight months exchange:
In advance of the call between DN(O) and NC/IPCI, in September of last
year NC/IPCI shared a formal statement, then we had a positive call in
which DN(O) agreed to communicate to new efforts around the country the
statement and suggestion to not include peyote in resolutions. NC/IPCI also
offered to help with any framing or educational needs going forward.
We understand that DN (no longer just of Oakland) did share this verbally
with new efforts, sometimes very effectively, such as in Washington DC,
sometimes with a missed communication, such as in Santa Cruz. This effort
is very much appreciated!
It is also true that many Decriminalization efforts and psychedelic promotion
organizations, whether affiliated with DN or not (please forgive any lack of
understanding about who is connected to who) included pictures
of peyote prominently, and still mentioned peyote in resolutions during the
last six months. NC/IPCI watched what was happening and decided to
release a general statement regarding Decriminalization movement as it
relates to peyote in the US. This was their clear responsibility as
Indigenous peyote conservationists and in no way was breaking any
agreement with DN Board. The intent was to provide transparent expression
of our concern for peyote inclusion, history, and cultural significance from
Indigenous perspectives.
Thank you! There is much opportunity here for a mutually beneficial
exchange.
We hope open ears and hearts can be brought to the table.
IPCI Representatives and support
Sandor Iron Rope, Steven Benally, Steve Moore, Miriam Volat, Dawn Davis
Miriam attaches letter below expecting DN to sign
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“DRAFT
Statement on behalf of the Decriminalize Nature Board of Directors
The Decriminalize Nature Board of Directors has been in deep and thoughtful
discussions with the representatives of the National Council of Native American
Churches (NCNAC) and the Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative (IPCI)
regarding the sacred medicine Peyote. In particular, the references to our
inclusion of the word Peyote and the use of Peyote images in the various
initiatives and resolutions favoring the decriminalization of sacred plants and
fungi in the United States. Our organization, Decriminalize Nature, has become
a national leader in the effort to honor and advance the cause of equitable access
to education about and the practice of healing from sacred plants and fungi.
As such, we honor the voices and concerns of the original people of these lands,
and respect the long-standing relationship that the Native American community
has had with Peyote, for whom Peyote has been Decriminalized and legal since
1994.
We hear the voices from the NCNAC and the IPCI that have said unequivocally
to us that the Decriminalization Nature movement not include any reference to
Peyote in any of our resolution language and materials that we have shared and
will continue to share across the United States. We will only share images and
words related to Peyote in conjunction with clear educational guidance about
the current Peyote crisis and the meaning of cultural sensitivity and good
manners regarding Indigenous traditional knowledge in collaboration with the
NCNAC and IPCI.
The only Peyote found in nature in the United States is in a small portion of the
Rio Grande River Valley of south Texas. It all grows on private land. Federal
and Texas law is very restrictive in terms of who has the legal right to harvest,
sell, transport, possess and use Peyote. There is a long history to the
development of these laws, that the Native American Churches have fought for
more than a century to achieve. It is our intent, by honoring the voices of the
Indigenous leaders to whom we’ve listened, to not exacerbate the fragile and
complex circumstances in south Texas concerning Peyote. And to not make
matters worse for the local ranch families who’ve lived on their ranches for
several centuries under Mexican and Spanish land grants. It is not our intent to
upset the fragile relationships that the NCNAC and the IPCI are working to
establish and improve, including not disturbing, and actually supporting, the
ability for Indigenous medicine people to be the decision-makers on the way
Peyote medicine is protected, conserved and distributed.
We’ve been sharing and will continue to share with our partners, activists, and
sister organizations the strong position that they should not mention Peyote or
the NCNAC in any resolutions or initiatives moving forward in other cities.
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Representatives of the NCNAC and IPCI are available to engage in more
detailed conversations with our partners, activists and sister organizations, and
we encourage you to bring your questions forward so that we can aid in fostering
these continuing discussions. Our organization offers an apology for our
oversight in Peyote’s inclusion in our Resolution #18-1790 passed on June 4,
2019.
We look forward to continued discussion and collaboration with future cities,
the NCNAC and IPCI.
Decriminalize Nature Board of Directors
March 19, 2020
Miriam forwards to David Bronner
“Hi David,
just wanted to say thank you again for working for peace,
IPCI folks sent this off to Carlos and Larry this morning to share with their full
board - hoping a good conversation will move things toward clarity
Thanks again for helping out,
Miriam

March 23rd
Journal of Native Sciences Official Peyote Statement
Seth Rosenberg DNDC
Hello All,
Hope this find you and yours healthy and well,
In my readings a while back I came across the:
Official Statement of National Council of Native American Churches &
Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative on the “Decriminalization” Efforts
of Peyote and Other Sacred Plants
https://www.nativesciences.com/native-american-churches-indigenous-peyoteconservation-initiative-statement-on-decriminalization-of-peyote-and-othersacred-plants/
I sent the response below, you can see it on the link as well:
My name is Seth Rosenberg, Press Secretary for DecrimNatureDC.org. I
wanted to say thank you for helping us to craft our message to one that better
respects the heritage of the medicine and the people to whom it is sacred. I can
tell you we have already modified our literature and are actively making
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corrections to say instead “Mescaline Bearing Cacti”. It is my personal hope
that through better education, via the Decriminalize movement, people will
learn that there are literally dozens of other cacti that contain psychoactive
and entheogenic properties, including several echinopsis varieties which are
commercially available in nurseries around the country. We would very much
value the National Council of Native American Churches &
Indigenous Peyote Conservation Initiative as allies to our movement and
would welcome any additional guidance to help make our language more
culturally responsible and inclusive.
Thank You Again For Your Guidance On This Matter
-Seth Rosenberg
Seth@DecrimnatureDC.org
I received the following very positive response:
Greetings Mr. Rosenberg,
I am a signatory to the statement as well as co-editor of the Journal of Native
Sciences (JNS) and I wanted to thank you for commenting on the official
statement released by NCNAC/IPCI.
I have been in communication with members of the NCNAC/IPCI and we
would greatly appreciate building a stronger relationship in regard to this
movement, peyote's significance as a sacrament for the NAC, and for the
recognition of peyote as a declining species.
Would you be okay with me sharing your email with the others so that we may
begin some dialogue?
Again, thank you for your support and I look forward to future discussions.
In unity,
Dawn D. Davis
I feel like this is an opportunity to create an ally, and wanted to give everyone
background, and provide an opportunity for feedback before responding.
Thanks
-Seth
Bronner
“Hi Seth,
I appreciate the solidarity and good vibration and I’ll defer to Carlos and Larry
here, but I think it’s important in any follow up communication to Dawn, to
emphasize that the Decrim Nature leadership, specifically Larry Norris, made
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sure that the DC Decrim Nature effort removed any reference to “peyote” in
the language of the measure itself, as well as any other collateral
communications, before the campaign became public facing earlier this year.
Take care,
David
David March 25th
“Hey all so as not to create any off vibration I think you guys should respond
sooner vs later in a positive way, noting that Larry did specifically advise the
DC campaign to remove explicit reference to peyote in the legislation.
I’m optimistic that we’re getting to a good place soon all around on this,
honoring everyone’s sensitivities.
Bam onwards,
David
Carlos
“I’m always hopeful for the best and don’t like to get caught in distracting
eddies in nature’s flow (too many big things to achieve), but I think you may be
underestimating Dawn’s instinct to look for a fight in order to feel alive. As
long as she’s leading the effort, I’ll be concerned. This said, we’re not
interested in being distracted by fights.
C
Seth Rosengerg (March 26)
Ms Davis,
Thank you so much for responding to my letter, and I apologize for the delay in
responding, everything is a bit crazy here at the moment, as I am sure it is there.
I hope this finds you and yours healthy and well.
I hope you dont mind, I have included some of the national leadership on this
email, Melissa Lavasani, who got us started here in DC, Carlos Plazola and
Larry Norris founders of Decriminalize Oakland, both of whom have been
instrumental both in furthering the decriminalize movement and in crafting our
language to be responsible and respectful of the medicines themselves and the
cultures that brought them to us. I have also included David Bronner, of Dr.
Bronners Soaps, one of Decriminalize's most active supporters and a leader in
social justice activism world wide.
By all means, you are welcome to use my correspondence how ever you see fit.
The decriminalize movement is about responsible use of sacred medicines.
Learning what that means, recovering generations of lost knowledge,
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understanding what is possible with these fungi and plants, will take time and
working together, an endeavor we are excited to undertake.
Please stay in touch and do not hesitate to reach out to the Decriminalize
movement, and thank you for your work
thanks again
-Seth Rosenberg
Press Secretary
DecrimnatureDC.org
Bronner response (March 26th) (cc’d Miriam)
“Hi Dawn,
I also wanted to share that Larry Norris made sure in December as the DC
effort was getting off the ground, that the DC measure explicitly removed
reference to the term “peyote”, which even I had overlooked initially. We’re
big supporters of both IPCI and the Decriminalize Nature movement, and see a
natural and deep alliance between both. I wrote the attached for the upcoming
MAPS Spring Bulletin you might appreciate as well.
In solidarity,
David
Carlos to Bronner me bcc March 26th:
“David, I’m grateful for your support and understanding here. We have strived
hard to honor our relationship with NAC since we reached agreement in
September. Miriam or someone at NAC was supposed to get us educational
material that we agreed to share with our members and someone dropped the
ball (never sent it) on their end back in September 2019. Likewise, When I
asked NAC to clarify if Dawn represented them because she was demanding
an official statement back in September 2019 and if NAC could clarify if an
official statement was being requested of DN, I never received a response. So,
again NAC dropped the ball on offering clarity last year. So, it is difficult to
carry the responsibility of breaching a relationship where the other party did
not seem to care enough to offer responses to our good faith efforts. When I
offered Sandor this evidence two weeks ago after his allegations of DN
dropping the ball, once again, he didn’t respond either. We all need to hold
ourselves accountable and use great care in how we engage with each other. I
think we all need to be humble with each other.
>>>thread continues under April 22 below…
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March 26th
Message to Carlos from Valerie Corral (This is the first communication with Valerie
Corral as a spokesperson for Decriminalize Santa Cruz)
Subject: Decrim efforts that impact Native Peoples
Dear Carlos,
I have recently been in conversation with Native members of NCNAC and IPCI
who have brought forth a profoundly important message that was unfortunately overlooked in
our Santa Cruz Decriminalize Resolution. We intend to amend that. I would appreciate your
opinion and insight into this potentially serious affront to Native Peoples.
We have become aware that such resolutions ignore the relationship to the use of Peyote by
Native people, their culture and their 100-year struggle to obtain their birthright to use their
sacred plant medicine. They rightfully fear its decimation. They ask that Peyote be removed
from the language in our local, statewide and national efforts to propel decriminalization of
psychedelics.
This brings up a deeper issue of how to consider a respectful engagement with the indigenous
people who are the historical carers of plant medicines. These considerations are necessary so
that we do not engage in further acts of colonization.

Please be patient with me and give me nudge. While I rely on email I am
having some difficulties with sending and receiving as they must enter the
twilight zone.
Thank you for any insights that you may be able to offer.
Kindly, Valerie
Valerie Leveroni Corral
WAMM Phytotherapies, CEO
Carlos responds:
“Valerie, A few NAC leaders (I’m guessing you’re talking to Dawn Davis?) are
misrepresenting DNs history with the issue in an unfortunate and unfair way.
The NAC first approached DN in August 2019 and asked us to remove “Peyote”
and “NAC” from future resolutions. We agreed to inform our local groups, and
we have done this (see below an email exchange between Larry and your local
leader Athonia). We’ve told every group to remove Peyote and NAC and have
also continuously mentioned this on conference calls since September 2019. On
the other hand, NAC was supposed to send us information to do education about
the scarcity of Peyote but dropped the ball, never sending it. We were prepared
to do our own education on the topic but they asked to hold off until they sent us
info, which they never did. So, we did what we were asked and honored our
relationship with their organization. It is still unclear as to why Dawn Davis is
creating division but it is not useful for anyone.
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DN has strong relationships with indigenous communities in the US and around
the world. We also have strong bases and relationships with many communities
of color that have been persecuted and subjugated throughout US history. Our
cause for consciousness justice is all of their causes, including indigenous,
black, brown, immigrant, the most vulnerable, and all those who struggle, as
well as those who don’t, as we value all life and will always fight for the most
disadvantaged.
Have a beautiful evening.
Carlos
Valerie
“Dear Carlos,
While I have not heard anything in particular regarding the DN, I have spoken
with folks about our particular oversight here in Santa Cruz. I am attempting to
help resolve that issue. I hadn't heard anything contentious regarding DN. In
the rumor mill, I did hear that you had addressed this issue with localities.
Perhaps I was less than cautious in the way that I inquired and that made you
think I was questioning DN's handling of this situation. I apologize if that was
so. I see that you made an honest effort.
It seems to me that there is no mal intent on the part of any group or individuals.
I prefer to think this is so as is often the case when we finally do get to the table
together.
I am so glad that I reached out to you to be reminded of the fragility of this
situation and how all of our good intentions may be misunderstood. That is such
an easy thing to happen when communicating through emails. I am sorry
for anyway that I may have contributed to furthering a misunderstanding. That
was not my intention I was trying to seek your counsel in addressing the matter,
and I didn't want to presume that I knew what that might be.
I think the best thing for us to do locally, although I do not have the permission
of those who actually brought forth the resolution, would be to collectively
address the issue at hand. I am sure that we can find our best way to act
appropriately. And we will do so. Everything that you have provided here
remains between us.
Thanks again Carlos, to you and your Board, for doing this hard work, often
thankless & misconstrued. I so appreciate that this conversation has moved
forward into tangible decriminalization action across our nation. You have my
support in your efforts and my gratitude for your work.
All the best for you in these delicate times and always. Be safe and try to laugh
one time a day at least, admittedly, I am having some trouble with that myself.
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May your continued efforts bring about a deeper understanding and richer
outcome for this is what will truly inform us and set us free.
Kind regards, Valerie
Carlos
“Thank you, Valerie. I sincerely believe everyone has good intentions, though
we must walk with as much thoughtfulness and collective intention as the
moment calls for. We honor the work of the NAC, their long-fought victories,
their current struggles and will always stand ready to work in close
collaboration and mutual understanding with their leadership.
Blessings on this beautiful day to you and Sue.
Nothing but love.
Carlos

March 29th 2020
LA Times article: “Why are some Native Americans fighting efforts to
decriminalize peyote?”

April 2020

April 20th
Decrim Nature, Peyotl call for unity >>THREAD
Miriam Volat
Steve Moore
Steven Benally
Ikce Wicasa (Sandor Ironrope)
"Dawn D. Davis"
cc:
"Dr. Brett Jones"
Susana Valadez
Angelica Valadez
Rebecca Thieneman
Larry Norris
David Bronner
Carlos
" Dear NAC Leaders and Representatives,
Please find attached our response as the Board of Directors of Decriminalize
Nature to the statement you issued to us expressing your objections regarding
our usage of the word “peyote” and images of this highly revered cactus on our
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website and resolutions, in addition to your request that we do not reference the
Native American Church as supporters of our initiatives. After careful
consideration of your concerns, we have concluded that it is of upmost
importance for us to extend our hands in friendship to you, and pave the path
forward towards a peaceful resolution of these important and sensitive issues.
We are most honored to advocate for the decriminalization of nature’s medicine
plants that have the potential to elevate humanity to a higher level of
consciousness. At the same time, we attempt to be cognizant and respectful of
the cultures and traditions you feel are at risk of being lost or diminished upon
our success with our endeavors. For this reason we have prepared a statement
that brings more clarity to our position and aims to promote unity that will put
to rest any discord.
Decriminalize Nature strives to create bridges of friendship and understanding
by hearing each other out, and resolving our differences of opinion with
solutions that address everyone’s concerns. We respectfully ask that you
consider our perspective and the views we put forward in the attached statement,
and it is our greatest hope that we may one day arrive at an agreement that is
acceptable to all.
In short, we will continue to honor your request, as we have done since you
requested of us in September 2019, to discourage our local DN groups to stop
using “peyote” and “Native American Church” in their resolutions in honor of
your sentiments and concerns, though we will continue to advocate for the
conservation, preservation, and education of peyotl world-wide, and we will
also seek to educate the public about this endangered sacred cactus on our
website and in literature. We see our cause as a global cause on behalf of nature
and all humanity, and the gifts that entheogenic plants and fungi offer humanity
in its pursuit of the wisdom we will need to survive as a species. However, we
will always proceed with the utmost care and sensitivity toward the wounds that
government persecution has left upon the many original people’s throughout the
world.
In unity,
Board of Directors of Decriminalize Nature
Carlos
“All, my apologies for my type-o. This sentence: “In short, we will continue to
honor your request, as we have done since you requested of us in September
2019, to discourage our local DN groups to stop using “peyote” and “Native
American Church” in their resolutions in honor of your sentiments and
concerns…”
should have read:
“In short, we will continue to honor your request, as we have done since you
requested of us in September 2019, to encourage our local DN groups to stop
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using “peyote” and “Native American Church” in their resolutions in honor
of your sentiments and concerns…”
Sorry about the double-negative.
Miriam (April 22nd)
“Greetings Carlos and DN reps,
we received your email and will consider, and again - thank you very much for
sharing with local groups since our meeting in September, we appreciate that
very much and continue to be available for dialogue
though we have not had a chance to share your statement here and discuss with
our groups and we all have not had a chance to all talk through some of the
complexities together - we do want to briefly point out that there are some substantive discrepancies
in your statement here from what we suggest and promote in our conservation
efforts and strategies.
- we are not sure what next steps might be as we haven’t had time to fully
consider, but hope you will give this some more time
sincerely,
from our communications team, Sandor, Steve, Dawn and Miriam
Carlos
“Hi Miriam, thank you for your note. This is our extensively-considered
statement that we’ve already posted on our website and have begun releasing
publicly. I say this because I’m unsure what you mean by “hope you will give
this some more time”. What are you hoping we give it more time for?
C
Miriam (April 22)
“Hi Carlos - well in our last round of communications we had discussed having
more conversations so I was thinking of that and frankly also hoping folks aren’t
getting misinformation.
I guess we’ll consider, as you requested, your statement as is - as you know, this
can take time
Carlos
“Miriam, if there are inaccuracies, please let us know what they are so we can
correct them.
Carlos
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Miriam
“Carlos - that is not a simple email before coffee!
thank you again to your whole team for responding and sharing our request with
local groups - we’ll consider and be in touch
Miriam
Sandor
“Dear Carlos:
Greetings. I Hope your computer screen finds you with less glare, less strain
on the eyes and virus free.
Well to be honest, I was under the impression the National Council of Native
American Churches (IPCI) was done with trying to communicate our
perspective with Decriminalization Nature. Since the time lapsed and NO
Response for a minute. Then out of the California privileged sky comes this
nice contradicting four pager titled “Call for Unity”. Who are you unifying?
You certainly didn’t have Native American Tribal peyote people of the
United States in mind.
I apologize a tiny bit for my tone in this email, but you really should realize in
FULL extent of your tone in your statement. Maybe you did realize your tone
and didn’t really care because you have your own agenda set.
At any rate, your statement doesn’t sit to well with Indigenous
Tribal peyote people, (National Council of Native American Churches) here in
the United States. I’m speaking of people whose blood was shed, massacred
for this country not someone who’s married in or wrote a book on Native
People.
Most educated people like to express themselves with long stories and big
words that the common people have trouble pronouncing. Those long
expressions also show their level of education. The words that are used in that
expressive writing tells a story of the writer as well. Native men leaders gather
and meet, offer tobacco, talk, agree on the matter then make prayer. Simple.
Each tribe has a language. A Spiritual tongue in which they communicate with
all the spiritual beings, and Nature. Most languages have recently been written
including our Lakota language. Just because it wasn’t documented or written
by an anthropologist; there are many ways to say and describe what is known
as PEYOTL, peyote.
A lot can be said but I’ll leave it as such. There are so many positive healing
movements IPCI has planned aside from playing a UNITY game with you
all. We will continue to welcome open hearts and minds of other
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decriminalization movements to share loving culturally appropriate language
with them.
IF it were TRUE unity was the intent then it would be FELT in the heart, mind
and spirit not just words on paper or a screen.
AHO,
Sandor Iron Rope
Lakota Oyate
NACSD
IPCI
Carlos
“Likewise, brother. Had this been an effort of unity on your end, you all would
have been truthful about our diligent efforts to discourage our local groups from
using “peyote” and “NAC” in our resolutions, which we did from the moment
you asked us to. You all would have followed-up on your commitment to give us
educational material we could share with our local groups, which you said
you’d do, but never did. You all would have responded to my inquiry about
whether or not you wanted a formal statement or not, which you never did.
Instead, following the lead of Dawn Davis, your team took divisive action in
critiquing us publicly, and creating disturbances with our local city groups
despite the fact we were negotiating together on a national level.
If there is to be unity, there must also be honesty and accountability on all sides.
You all will take the actions you feel you need to take, and that is for you to own.
On our end, we will continue to discourage our US groups from using “peyote”,
“Peyotl”, or any other word for Peyote, and “NAC” in their resolutions to
honor your hard-fought struggles and victories. We will continue to speak with
honor about NAC to the external world. And we will never engage in disruptive
behavior between NAC and their local tribes. We will also correct any errors
you find in our statement publicly. And we will continue to be available to seek
camaraderie with NAC, assuming there is mutual respect, honesty, and
accountability on all sides.
Carlos
Sandor
The term “Brother” comes with some responsibility so act accordingly.
If we’re talking past, don't forget you left us out for the get go.
We will be congenital moving forward. Enough written, be well.
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Sir
Miriam
“Good Morning again Carlos and all,
turns out I didn’t need any coffee to get the adrenaline going after all!
In reading this paragraph below about how our engagement has gone - I see
that we have very different stories about how our communications have gone,
this is unfortunate and worth considering.
ok - we rest on this!
Miriam
Carlos
“Sandor, with great respect, I think it’s important to share with you that I am
not a white man, nor do I emerge from white culture, and especially not white
privileged culture. My mindset is neither as the colonized, subjugated to the will
and authority of the master, nor of the colonizer, seeking to control and bully
others. I offer you the word “brother” because I believe in my heart we are
brothers, fighting on the same side of the same battle. But I respect your wishes
and will refrain from using this word in your direction.
Peace

April 22
Dawn responds to previous Re: Journal of Native Sciences and the NCNAC/IPCI Official
Statement
“Greetings, Seth et alThank you for being patience with our response. We appreciate Decrim Nature
DC in removing the word Peyote from your resolution. Though we still have
concerns with how the implications of the word mescaline could be inferred
within your resolution, we do appreciate your efforts nonetheless and hope you
will share our statement with other Decrim Nature cities as they move towards
passing their own resolutions.
We look forward to building more relationships like this in the future and thank
you for honoring our request. We would be happy to talk about anything directly
via video if you or your team would find that helpful. We are also happy to help
with educational material about the biocultural conservation crisis. We have
found in talking with other groups that this is very helpful and clarifying.
Be well and good blessings to you all,
From the IPCI Communications Team, Dawn, Miriam, Sandor and Steve
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April 28th
Lucid News contacts about peyote article:”
“Carlos and Larry, great to meet. I'm the editorial director for Lucid News, a
journalism platform about psychedelics and the future of wellness
that launched this month. You can check us out here: http://lucid.news.
Lucid News covers the business, legalization, research, community groups,
arts & culture, the full gambit. It's not an advocacy vehicle with a single point
of view, but rather an even handed, journalistic platform where readers can
follow the most important developments in the field, reported by
knowledgeable writers from the psychedelic community.
I should also say, for transparency, that I'm on the board of DN NYC.
For Lucid News, we'd like to do a piece that covers the recent NAC statement
about including peyote in DN initiatives, and the DN statement released last
week that takes a different position. This is an important issue for many people
in the psychedelic community and, we feel, deserves more discussion so that
both perspectives can be fully understood and appreciated.
Would you be open to having a representative for DN, ideally one of you,
speak in a taped Zoom video dialogue with someone authorized to publicly
represent the NAC position? This would be a respectful, open discussion,
moderated by me, intended to explore the difficult questions for both sides that
are of concern to the psychedelic community. The conversation would be 20-30
minutes, with the intention of editing the final version to 10-15 minutes.
I'd be glad to discuss this idea with you on a call.
Best regards,
Ken
Carlos
“Ken, nice to meet you and thank you for the detailed background. We invite
you to cover our Oakland Community Healing Initiative, which you can learn
about here:
https://www.decriminalizenature.org/ochi. It is our bottom up, noncommodification-based regulatory healing initiative being driven by the
Oakland Decrim team, and overseen by several councilmembers and the DN
board. Next week, we’re releasing a slide deck of our basic framework as we get
set to enter into 4 months of community input solicitation both locally and
nationally, focusing on input from our local DN groups, including DN NY! I will
share this with you if you ping me next week with a reminder.
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With respect to the Peyote issue, it is a very sensitive issue and so the DN board
wants to be very sensitive to the trauma and struggle experienced by indigenous
communities. We’re not looking to debate it. I doubt the board would sanction
participation in the scenario you describe as it’s not something we’re trying to
“win” or “advance” as a position. We recognize that there are many positions
around entheogenic plants, and we felt it was important to state our position,
but we admire, appreciate, and support the NAC and don’t want to be
adversarial with their leadership, though we may not agree on all positions.”
Ken
“Hi Carlos,
Thanks for being in touch. I'm interested in learning more about OCHI. It's a
good topic for a Lucid News article. What day will you be sending the deck? I'll
ping you then. I expect that we'll want to cover it.
I understand your decision not to participate in a video discussion with an NAC
representative about peyote's inclusion in plant medicine decriminalization
initiatives, though I don't agree with it. Lucid News' intention is to improve
understanding and support respectful dialogue, and not encourage a
confrontation. But under the circumstances, we decided to do a text story about
the issue instead. Ali McGhee is writing the article for Lucid News, and she's
copied here. She'll be following up separately.
Stay well and safe,
Ken

June 2020
June 22nd
DN Connecticut writes and sends us a blog post touching on peyote and sustainability

July 2020
July 14th
Intro to Sizwe and Mizan to break bread
From: Carlos Plazola
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 8:11 PM
To: Sandor Ironrope; Dawn D. Davis; Sizwe Andrews Abakah; MIzan
Alkebulan
Subject: Introduction
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Sandor and Dawn,
I hope you’re both doing well today. Good wishes from Oakland. I send this
message humbly, and with honor in my heart.
I am writing this email directly to you two to seek to break bread together and
to introduce you to two of our spiritual leaders from our community, Sizwe and
Mizan, who work extensively under a radical healing model
with https://www.spearitwurx.com/ to bring peace and healing to our most
challenged communities in Oakland. Together we are working to liberate our
urban brothers and sisters in our inner cities from years of systemic
oppression and extractive-policies that cause the mass incarceration of our
people, negative health effects, and deep mental health trauma. We all share
the same ultimate struggle—liberation of our people from centuries of
exploitation and oppression.
In the spirit of finding solidarity and unity, in direct relationship with each
other, I am wondering if you’d consider speaking to Sizwe and Mizan by zoom
to see if they can help us better understand each other and work toward
common goals, without the intervention of middlemen. Our common struggles
are many and I believe our people would benefit from collaboration. We trust
Sizwe and Mizan and would look for their guidance after meeting with you
two on how best to adjust and walk the right path with you. They are not on
our Decrim Nature Board but have instead been spiritual leaders for us on our
journey to bring plant healing medicine to our most vulnerable communities in
Oakland.
In good spirit,
Carlos Plazola
NO RESPONSE FROM SANDOR OR DAWN WAS EVER RECEIVED

August 2020
Dawn Davis and ICPI demand apology from newer members of Decrim Santa Cruz, not the cofounders Athonia and Sean. Despite the claims in the letter, Athonia reached out to Board
members of ICPI in July of 2019, and personally suggested the removal of peyote in their
resolution herself, even before the ICPI had come to a decision. The inclusion of these seven
words in the resolution: “the Native American Church’s use of peyote” was a Santa Cruz City
Council clerical error.

August 7th:
ICPI fundraiser begins
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